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Abstract
Today’s vehicle must be efficient in terms of gas (CO2, NOx) emissions and
fuel consumption. Due to improvements in material and oil, the continuous
variable transmission (CVT) is now making a breakthrough in the automotive
market. The CVT decouples the engine from the wheel speed. CVT enables
significant fuel gains by shifting the engine operating point for specific power
demands. This optimization of the operating point enables a reduction of this
fuel consumption.
A CVT is constituted of two pulley sheaves, one fixed and the other one
movable in its axial direction when subjected to an external axial force, in
general hydraulic. The transition from the minimum to the maximum speed
ratio is continuous and an infinite numbers of ratio is available between these
two limits. An intermediate element (a metallic belt or chain) transmits the
power from the input (the primary) to the exit (the secondary) of the CVT
or variator.
Further improvements of the fuel consumption and gas emission are still
required for example by improving the variator efficiency. Increasing hydraulic
performance or decreasing mechanical losses by reducing the axial forces are
some solutions. The latter method is not without risks. The diminution of the
clamping forces increases the slip between pulley sheaves and the intermediate
element. If the axial forces decrease too much, high slip values can be reached
and cause damage to the pulleys and the intermediate element. Control of the
slip is an attractive solution to decrease the clamping forces in order to safely
improve the variator efficiency.
The objective of this thesis is to understand and model the slip of each
pulley and establish analytic tools dedicate to the variator control. The slip
study and the theoretical approach of the CVT variator is applied to the slip
control of the variator with a chain.
The contribution of this work is threefold. Firstly, the slip and the trac-
tion coefficient are analyzed for each pulley. The slip analysis of each pulley
is then used to define a new slip synthesis as the summation of the slip of
each pulley. It is demonstrated that the slip and the traction coefficient are
different for each pulley and depend on the speed ratio of the variator. In low
ratios, both the secondary pulley and the primary pulley slip, but only the
primary reaches macro slip. For middle or higher ratios, only the secondary
pulley slips and reaches high values of slip. Experiments show that the pul-
ley with the smallest clamping force limits the system. Secondly, based on
ix
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kinematics, force equilibrium, elastic deformations of the pulleys and the in-
termediate element, a detail model of the variator is proposed. The principal
results are the estimation of the clamping forces, of the traction curve for each
pulley and of the chain efficiency. These results are implemented in a simpler
model that describes the variator dynamics. This last model considers the
two pulleys and the intermediate element as free bodies. The hydraulic circuit
and the actuators, which are important to take into account for control, are
also modeled. Thirdly, the new slip synthesis and the results of the dynamic
models are applied to the slip control of the variator in order to improve the
efficiency. A pole placement law is applied to the actuators to control the flow
that enters or exits the pulleys. With this law, the actuators are decoupled and
the bandwidth is increased sufficiently for actuators dynamics to be neglected.
The primary and the secondary pressures are decoupled and linearized by an
input-output feedback linearization. The resulting system is linear and linear
control theory can be applied to control the two pressures. The speed ratio is
controlled by the primary clamping force. The secondary pressure is chosen
as a function of the control mode of the variator: standard mode or slip mode.
In standard mode, the intermediate element is overclamped by 30%, whereas
in slip mode, the secondary clamping force is set as a function of the desired
slip. By controlling the slip at 2%, the mechanical efficiency was increased
by more than 2% and the clamping forces reduced by more than 30%. For
the slip control, a proportional-integrator law and a model reference adaptive
control (MRAC) are presented and the performances compared. The MRAC
gives slightly better results.
Keywords: CVT, variator, metallic belt, chain, slip, traction, efficiency,
pole placement, non-linear control, model reference adaptive control (MRAC).
Re´sume´
De nos jours, les fabricants de voitures doivent de plus en plus faire face
aux exigences d’e´mission de CO2 et NOx. Les re´cents progre`s technologiques
dans les domaines des mate´riaux, des huiles de lubrification, ont permis l’essort
des boˆıtes a` vitesses continue (Continuous Variable Transmission, CVT). Ces
transmissions de´couplent la vitesse du moteur par rapport a` celle des roues.
Son utilisation permet d’optimiser le point d’ope´ration du moteur pour une
puissance donne´e. Cette optimisation permet une re´duction de la consomma-
tion d’essence.
Une CVT est constitue´e d’une poulie dont une moitie´ est fixe et l’autre
mobile dans sa direction axiale sous une certaine force externe, en ge´ne´ral
sous forme hydraulique. La transition du rapport minimum au rapport max-
imum est continue et une infinite´ de rapports de transmission est possible
entre ces deux bornes. Un e´le´ment interme´diaire (une courroie me´tallique ou
une chaˆıne) transmet la puissance entre l’entre´e (le primaire) et la sortie (le
secondaire) de la boˆıte a` vitesses, aussi appele´e variateur.
Il est encore possible de diminuer l’e´mission des gaz en augmentant le ren-
dement de la transmission, par exemple en ame´liorant le syste`me hydraulique,
ou en diminuant les pertes me´caniques par une re´duction des forces axiales
de serrage. Cette dernie`re me´thode n’est pas sans risque. La diminution des
forces de serrages augmente le glissement entre les poulies et l’e´le´ment in-
terme´diaire. Si des grandes valeurs de glissement sont atteintes, les poulies
et l’e´le`ment interme´diaire peuvent eˆtre endommage´s. En controˆlant le glisse-
ment, il est donc possible de diminuer les forces dans le syste`me et d’augmenter
le rendement en toute se´curite´.
L’objectif de cette the`se est d’e´tudier le glissement de chaque poulie et
d’e´tablir une approche the´orique de´die´e au controˆle du variateur. Cette nou-
velle de´finition du glissement ainsi que cette approche the´orique du mode`le
de la CVT sont applique´es au controˆle du glissement d’un variateur et d’une
chaˆıne comme e´le´ment interme´diaire.
Trois contributions de ce travail me´ritent d’eˆtre souligne´es. Premie`rement,
le glissement et le coefficient de traction sont analyse´s pour chaque poulie et
additionne´s pour estimer le glissement total du variateur. Il est montre´ que
le glissement et le coefficient de traction sont diffe´rents pour chaque poulie et
de´pendent du rapport de transmission. Dans les bas rapports, le secondaire
et le primaire glissent, mais seulement le primaire atteint de grandes valeurs
de glissement. En revanche, dans les moyens et hauts rapports, seul le sec-
xi
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ondaire glisse. Les expe´riences montrent que la limite du syste`me (grandes
valeurs de glissement) est atteinte par la poulie avec la plus petite force de
serrage. Deuxie`mement, base´ sur la cine´matique, l’e´quilibre des forces, la
de´formation des poulies et de l’e´le´ment interme´daire, un mode`le de´taille´ du
variateur est obtenu. Les principaux re´sultats consistent en une estimation
des forces de serrage, de la courbe de traction de chaque poulie et du rende-
ment de la chaˆıne. Ces re´sultats sont utilise´s dans un mode`le plus simple qui
de´crit la dynamique du variateur. Ce mode`le conside`re les poulies et la chaˆıne
comme des e´le´ments inde´pendants. Il de´crit e´galement la dynamique du cir-
cuit hydraulique et des actionneurs, e´le´ments importants a` conside´rer pour le
controˆle. Troisie`mement, la nouvelle de´finition du glissement et les re´sultats
des mode`les sont applique´s au controˆle du glissement dans le but d’augmenter
le rendement du variateur. La strate´gie du placement de poˆles de´couple les
actionneurs et augmente leurs bandes passantes. Les bandes passantes des ac-
tionneurs deviennent suffisamment e´leve´es par rapport au reste du syste`me et
les actionneurs peuvent eˆtre ne´glige´s. Un controˆle non line´aire de l’entre´e sur la
sortie (input-output feedback linearization) line´arise et de´couple les pressions
de chaque poulie. Le syste`me e´tant devenu line´aire, les the´ories du controˆle
line´aire peuvent eˆtre utilise´es pour controˆler les deux pressions. La pression du
primaire est utilise´e pour controˆler le rapport de transmission et la pression
du secondaire est choisie en fonction du mode de controˆle: mode standard,
mode de glissement. En mode standard, la chaˆıne est surserre´e de 30%; en
mode de glissement, elle est asjute´e en fonction de la valeur de glissement
de´sire´e. Ce dernier mode augmente le rendement me´canique du variateur de
2% et diminue les forces de serrage de plus de 30%. Pour le controˆle du glisse-
ment, un proportionnel-inte´grateur (PI) et un controˆle adaptatif avec mode`le
de re´fe´rence (Model Reference Adaptive Control, MRAC) sont pre´sente´s et
les performances compare´es. Les performances du MRAC sont le´ge`rement
meilleures que le PI.
Mots Cle´s: CVT, variateur, courroie metallique, chaˆıne, glissement, trac-
tion, rendement, placement de poˆle, controˆle non line´aire, controˆle adaptif avec
mode`le de re´fe´rence.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Today’s vehicle must be efficient in terms of emissions and fuel consump-
tion. The development of continuously variable transmission (CVT) tech-
nology has proved its effectiveness in providing a solution to reduce the fuel
consumption while maintaining good vehicle performances. The CVT for use
in automotive powertrains is motivated by the added ability of optimizing the
engine operation point. This ability means that for the same power, the en-
gine of a vehicle containing a CVT can operate at lower regime. A significant
reduction in fuel consumption can then be achieved.
The concept of CVT based powertrains was introduced over 100 years ago.
However it is only because of improvements in material and oil over the past
30 years, that this technology is now making a breakthrough in automotive
market (metallic belt, chain, half or full toroidal).
Further improvements are still required, notably the fuel consumption re-
duction obtained by the optimized operation of the engine and the efficiency
of the transmission. Development on infinitely variable transmission (IVT)
will enable an optimization of the engine. The hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
reduces idle emissions by shutting down the combustion engine and restarting
it when needed (start-stop system). A HEV’s engine is smaller than a non-
hybrid petroleum fuel vehicle and may be run at various speeds, providing
more efficiency. A good control of clamping forces or an improvement of the
hydraulic circuit will lead to an improvement of the transmission efficiency for
a variator type belt or chain.
This thesis focuses on belt or chain type CVT. A CVT variator is composed
of two variables conical pulleys with a fixed center distance and connected by
an intermediate element (metallic belt or chain). One of the conical sheaves
is movable in its axial direction under the influence of an axial force. The
variator can have an infinite number of transmission ratios bounded by the
low ratio, called underdrive (UD), and the high ratio, called overdrive (OD).
The power transmission from the primary pulley (input of the variator) to
the intermediate element and the intermediate element to the secondary pulley
(output of the variator) occurs through friction forces of a finite number of
contact points. An equivalent friction coefficient can be defined and called the
traction coefficient. This coefficient mainly depends on the slip value between
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the pulley sheaves and the intermediate element. A traction curve can then
be defined that relates the traction coefficient with the slip. The slip value is
directly related to the clamping forces.
High clamping forces decrease the slip by augmenting friction forces and
then reduce the efficiency. In contrast, low clamping forces increase the slip
and if the clamping forces are too small, the power transmission is not longer
possible and the variator efficiency reduces to zero. An optimum of the variator
efficiency can then be found. In usual CVT control, the intermediate element
is over clamped, a situation leading to unnecessary losses. The diminution of
clamping forces is then a solution to improve the variator efficiency, but not
without risk: with too low clamping forces, large slip values can be reached and
damage the variator (macro slip), furthermore the system becomes unstable.
As the slip depends strongly on clamping forces, the control of the slip is an
attractive solution to safely reduce the clamping forces in order to improve
the variator efficiency (Bonsen (2006)).
1.1 Contribution
The contribution of this work is twofold. Firstly the primary and the
secondary slip involved in the CVT are modelled to define a new total slip
synthesis. This new synthesis is applied to a CVT variator with an involute
chain 1 as intermediate element. More specifically, the main technical achieve-
ments are outlined in the following points:
• New synthesis of the slip and the traction curve by analyzing them sepa-
rately for each pulley. The slip and the traction curve of each pulley are
estimated using the speed of the pulleys and the intermediate element
speed.
• Using this new synthesis of the slip analyzes, the total slip of the variator
is estimated and the dynamics derived to obtain a complete model of the
variator considering each element as a free body.
• Development of a generic slip control based on the new slip synthesis.
The nonlinear control technique of input-output feedback linearization
is applied to control the two pressures and two different control laws (a
proportional-integrator (PI) controller and a model reference adaptive
control (MRAC)) are outlined to control the slip.
Secondly, use of a theoretical approach to reach the goal of the slip control.
At first a low level model of the variator is considered. Based on kinematics
and force equilibrium, pulley forces, torques, slip and traction curves for each
pulley are calculated. These results are then used in a high level model that
describes the dynamic of the CVT considering the slip of each pulley. Finally,
this tool can be used for the synthesis of the CVT control and especially for
achieving slip control.
1Covered an international patent
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1.2 Outlines
The structure of this thesis comprises four parts. First, the belt or chain
type CVT technologies are described. Losses of the variator are pointed out
and some solutions to improve them are also given. Secondly, the new slip
synthesis is presented and compared with the actual synthesis. Also, the sta-
bility of the system is briefly tackled. Third, a theoretical overview composed
of two levels of CVT modeling is introduced and validated. Fourthly the new
total slip synthesis is applied to slip control of the variator in order to improve
the efficiency.
Most readers may wish to focus their interest only on certain specific parts.
Readers interested only on the basics of the belt or chain type CVT should
consult Chapter 2. The new total slip synthesis and the efficiency of the
variator are discussed in Chapter 3. Detail information on the CVT variator
modeling can be found in Chapter 4, with a more general view in Chapter
5. Chapter 6 presents the validation of these models. Readers interested in
control should read Chapter 7 for the general control of the CVT variator and
Chapter 8 for the slip control. A brief description of each chapter is given in
the following lines.
Chapter 2 describes in more details the variator, the intermediate element
and the actuators used to control the system. Also, different approaches to
improve the efficiency of the variator are proposed.
Chapter 3 discusses the slip in the variator by defining the slip and the
traction curve of each pulley and finally obtaining a new synthesis of the total
slip of the variator. The new synthesis is also compared with the usual one.
Then, the efficiency and losses of the variator are discussed. The last section
of this chapter discusses the slip stability on the basis of simple model.
Based on force equilibrium, Chapter 4 describes the low level model of
the variator. This model describes in details forces involved in the system,
deformations of the different elements constituting the variator, and the slip
between intermediate element and pulleys. It also gives an estimating of the
traction curve and efficiency of the variator.
Chapter 5 models the variator with a more general view i.e. consider ex-
ternal forces and torques acting on the system. Considering the slip of each
pulley and the result of the low level model, differential equations and the
linearization of the variator dynamics are derived. This high level model con-
siderers the three elements forming the variator (two pulleys, one intermediate
element) as free bodies.
Chapter 6 compares the experimental data with simulation results with
the models outlined in the two previous chapters. This validation gives the
level of reliability and the limitations of these models.
Chapter 7 depicts the design of the variator control. The primary clamping
force is used to control the speed ratio. The secondary clamping force defines
a based clamping force to avoid the slip of the intermediate element. The
control design includes the flow control for each pulley flow, the input-output
feedback linearization to linearize and decouple the system and finally the
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variator control.
The new synthesis of the total variator slip is used in Chapter 8 to outline
the slip control design of the variator. The ratio control is similar to the
control describes in the previous chapter. The secondary clamping force is
used to control the slip. The slip reference is defined to be the slip value where
the efficiency is maximum or near this maximum. Two slip controllers are
proposed: a PI controller and a Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC).
Some results and comparisons of the two slip controllers performances are also
discussed.
Finally the last chapter, Chapter 9, gives a summary of the major results
and contributions of the theses. Some recommendations for extending this
work are also given.
Chapter 2
Belt or chain type
continuously variable
transmission
The variator of the continuously variable transmission (CVT), type belt or
chain, consists of three bodies: the primary pulley, the intermediate element
and the secondary pulley as shown in Figure 2.1. Each pulley is composed
of two conical sheaves. One of the conical sheave is fixed; the other one is
movable along its axial direction under the influence of an axial force. The
variator has an infinite number of transmission ratios bounded by the low
ratio, called underdrive (UD), and the high ratio called overdrive (OD). The
power is transmitted from the primary pulley, input of the variator, to the
intermediate element, then the last one transmits the power to the secondary
pulley, the output of the variator. Friction forces of a finite number of contact
points are the main mechanisms that transmit the power.
2.1 Intermediate element
2.1.1 Metallic belt
The metallic belt is the most wide spread in the market. It consists of
laminated steel bands holding steel elements called V-shaped steel elements or
blocks (Figure 2.2). The torque is transmitted from the primary to the sec-
ondary mainly by the compression between blocks and the rest is transmitted
by the tension in the bands. There is a combined push-pull action in the belt
that enables torque transmission.
2.1.2 CVTs chain
In contrast with the metallic belt, the chain transmits torque only by tensile
force. The advantage of the chain is a higher transmission torque compared
to the belt, but the disadvantage is the noise. As far as we know, two CVT
5
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(a) Low ratio (underdrive) (b) Medium ratio (1:1)
(c) High ratio (overdrive)
Figure 2.1: Variator type belt or chain in low ratio (underdrive), medium ratio (1:1) and
high ratio (overdrive)
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Figure 2.2: Metallic belt
chains are used: the LuK chain (Figure 2.3(a)) and the Involute Chain 1
(Figure 2.3(b)).
LuK Chain
The LuK chain is already on the market. Stacks of links and rocker-pins
constitute it. The two rocker-pins are in contact with the pulley sheave. The
two rocker-pins are inconstant over a circular rolling surface. This chain can
transmit higher power than the metallic belt and also, maybe more impor-
tantly, has a better efficiency (Englisch et al. (2004), Linnenbruegger et al.
(2007)). The LuK pulleys differ from the metallic belt pulleys by the crown-
ing of the pulleys sheave (Linnenbruegger et al. (2004)).
Involute Chain
The Involute Chain is constituted by three elements: stack of links, pins
and strips. The strip is shorter than the pin and only the pin is clamped
between the two pulley sheaves. Strips and pins are in rolling contact over a
flat, respectively involute surface. The pulleys for the chain are identical to
the metallic belt pulleys and the belt can be easily replaced by the involute
chain. The main advantages are a lower price and a higher efficiency than the
metallic belt (Shastri & Franck (2004), van Rooij et al. (2007)).
2.2 Hydraulic system
Generally, a hydraulic system gives the necessary pressures (forces) to
clamp the intermediate element between the pulley sheaves. To generate the
necessary flow, the usual method (Figure 2.4) uses a hydraulic pump connected
to the engine shaft. Valves control the primary and the secondary pressures.
The secondary pressure (or secondary clamping force) provides a line pressure
to avoid the slip between the pulley sheaves and the intermediate element.
1Held an international patent
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(a) LuK Chain (trade mark)
(b) Involute Chain (trade mark)
Figure 2.3: CVT Chains
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The primary pressure controls the ratio by changing the forces equilibrium for
the shifting or by keeping it for a fixe ratio.
Figure 2.4: Hydraulic system using valves to set the pulleys pressures
2.3 CVT efficiency
High clamping forces needed to transmit the torque reduce the efficiency
of the CVT. To prevent the slip of the belt or the chain, clamping forces are
usually higher than needed for normal operation. A safety factor Sf , of at
least 30% is usually used. High clamping forces result in increasing pump
losses and friction forces.
The CVT efficiency is influenced by three main factors:
• Loss due to slip
• Pump loss
• The belt-related torque loss
2.3.1 Loss due to slip
For both chains and metallic belts, the slip loss is mainly due to slip be-
tween pulley sheaves and the intermediate element. In the case of the metallic
belt, losses also occurred between each band and between bands and blocks
due to relative motions. Blocks are running along a line of the rocking edges
so the metallic belt is continuous along this line. Each band is running at
different velocity i.e. the outer bands will run faster than the inner bands
(Micklem et al. (1994b, 1996)).
Different authors have studied the loss mechanisms of the metallic belt or
chain. Sattler (1999) analyzes the power losses by considering not only pulley
10
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deformations but also the longitudinal and transversal stiffness of the chain.
A series of three papers details an investigation of the loss mechanism of the
metallic belt (Akehurst et al. (2004a,b,c)). The first paper analyzes the losses
that occur due to relative motion between the bands and the segments of the
metallic belt. The second paper focuses on the loss between the pulleys and the
metallic belt due to pulley deflection effects. Finally, the third paper presents
a number of models to predict the metallic belt-slip losses based on force
distribution models. Poll et al. (2006) study the efficiency of the transmission
by considering the pulley and shaft deformations and Poll & Meyer (2007)
study the losses due to the sliding motion and the ratio change. The problem
is solved by a set of differential equations for the forces and motions coupled
with FEM computations of the deformations.
2.3.2 Pump losses
The hydraulic pump is connected to the engine and it is spinning as long as
the engine is running. It is always over designed to ensure sufficient pressure
under all conditions. The pump is designed for a situation in which the shifting
speed of the variator is maximum thus requiring high oil flow, while the engine
connected to the pump rotates at low speed. When the engine rotates at higher
speed, the excess flow under pressure is discharged to the sump by a pressure
relief valve and, as such, causes losses, which increase the fuel consumption of
the car (Ide (1999)).
2.3.3 Belt-related torque losses
Belt-related torque losses are described by Micklem et al. (1994a). It is
caused by the radial sliding losses when the metallic belt enters or exits the
pulleys. When the blocks of the belt enter the pulley, the pulley sheave deforms
and the blocks are compressed. The blocks will slightly move radially against
friction forces between the block and the pulley sheave. A certain amount of
energy is needed to overcome these frictions forces both on entry and exit of
the pulleys, and large radial forces are required.
At the entry of the pulley, the radial forces arise. The penetrations of the
blocks into the pulley take a finite time, the pulley turns a small angle when
the block of the belt enters with a larger radius than the equilibrium one. The
equilibrium radius will be reached after a small rotation angle of the pulley.
At the exit of the pulley, the blocks stay inside the two pulley sheaves until
a reverse angle of the metallic belt provides a sufficient radial force component
from the tension of the bands to remove the segment clamped between the two
pulley sheaves. The exit radius will tend to be smaller than the equilibrium
radius.
The difference between the pulley radius and the equilibrium radius in-
creases the required input torque. The extra torque providing the energy is
dissipated in the sliding losses.
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2.4 Efficiency improvement strategies
To summaries, the losses of a CVT can be divided in two different types
of losses: the variator and the hydraulic losses. The variator losses or the me-
chanical losses mainly come from the relative sliding of the different elements
making up the variator. The hydraulic losses are due to the over design of the
hydraulic pump.
Different solutions exist to reduce the variator and the hydraulic losses to
improve the efficiency of the CVT variator.
2.4.1 Variator losses improvement
CVT Chain
The losses of the metallic belt due to sliding of the different elements
forming the belt are quite important and could be reduced by replacing it by
a CVT chain as it was discussed in Section 2.1.2. Linnenbruegger et al. (2007)
and Bradley & Frank (2002) show the higher efficiency of the LuK chain and
the Involute Chain respectively compared to the metallic belt. The losses of
the bands that constitute the belt are minimized in CVT chains, furthermore,
the belt related torque loss at the exit of the pulley is smaller with the chain
than the metallic belt (Rothenbu¨hler (2005)).
Reducing of the clamping forces
The intermediate element (metallic belt or chain) is over-clamped to avoid
excessive slip between this element and the pulley sheaves. These over-clamping
forces give a certain safety margin against unknown disturbances but increase
friction and variator losses. Furthermore, the hydraulic system should provide
more flow at higher pressure and then the hydraulic losses become higher. On
the other hand, too small clamping forces reduce friction forces and increase
slip (Figure 2.5). If clamping forces are too small, adequate power cannot be
transmitted and the efficiency decreases. As shown in Figure 2.6, a maximum
of the efficiency exists and depends on the slip value of the variator.
Faust et al. (2002), Bonsen (2006) and Kurosawa & Okahara (2007), for
example, propose to reduce the clamping forces to improve the efficiency of
the variator. Smaller clamping forces mean decreasing the safety margin.
That is not without risk because the variator becomes susceptible to external
perturbations and macro-slip can occur and damage the variator (van Drogen
& van der Laan (2004)). Due to this uncertainty, the slip of the variator should
be controlled. Bonsen (2006) presents a slip control strategy and shows its
validity.
He measures slip through the primary pulley position to determine the
geometrical ratio. Faust et al. (2002) measure slip by a clamping force modu-
lation. In the over clamping range, the secondary pulley speed is not affected
by the modulation. However, the oscillations increase as slip augments and
the frequency corresponds to the modulation frequency of the clamping force.
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Figure 2.5: Secondary clamping force as a function of the total slip of the variator
Sakagami et al. (2007) identify slip by measuring the transfer function be-
tween the secondary and the primary rotation speeds. When belt slip occurs
between the belt and the pulley sheaves, the transmitted energy is partially
absorbed by the friction. If some disturbance is applied to the primary pulley,
the resultant response through the variator is modified.
2.4.2 Hydraulic losses
Servo pump system
Bradley & Frank (2002) use a servo pump hydraulic system 2 using two
servo pumps (Figure 2.7) to provide the desired flow. The shifting pump
displaces the primary pulley flow Qp, from the primary to the secondary pulley
(or vice versa) in order to control the speed ratio. The clamping pump controls
the secondary clamping force Fs by the displacement of the flow Qps. As this
system works on flow demand, a part of the excessive flow is eliminated. When
the ratio is not changing, the pumps need to deliver the flow to compensate the
leak. This system reduces the control power required by more than 83% and
approximately a 5% improvement in vehicle fuel economy is possible (Bradley
& Frank, 2002).
Electromechanical actuator
van de Meerakker et al. (2004) and Klassen (2007) propose an electrome-
chanically actuated system called EMPAct CVT. The system is using two
servo motors to actuate the two movable sheaves. A double epicycloidal gear
decouples the rotation of the pulley from the rotation of the servo motors. To
2This layout currently is covered by an international patent
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(a) Variator efficiency as a function of the secondary clamping
force
(b) Variator efficiency as a function of the slip
Figure 2.6: Dependence of variator efficiency on the secondary clamping force and slip value
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Figure 2.7: Servo pump hydraulic system used to generate the necessary pulleys pressures
optimize even more the efficiency of the system, the slip of the variator is con-
trolled. Compared to conventionally controlled variators, the efficiency was
increased up to 20% and up to 10% compared to an optimally slip controlled
variator.
Hydraulic optimization
Faust et al. (2002) propose to reduce the pump size by using a double
piston that permits to reduce the hydraulic pressure. They also proposed to
optimize the leakage of the variator. Kurosawa & Okahara (2007) propose to
use a variable flow oil pump and to optimize the hydraulic control valves.
2.5 System used in this thesis
Section 2.4 discussed different approaches to improve the efficiency of the
variator in order to reduce the fuel consumption. Instead of the metallic belt,
the Involute Chain is chosen. The hydraulic system using valves is replaced
by the servo pump actuator system presented in Section 2.4.2. Using the
chain speed, a new slip synthesis (introduced in this work) will be applied to
slip control to reduce the clamping forces and improve the efficiency of the
variator.
2.6 Summary
The continuously variable transmission type belt or chain were discussed
in this chapter. The variator has two pulleys. Each pulley is composed of one
fixed conical sheave and a second conical sheave movable in its axial direction
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under external forces, usually hydraulic. A metallic belt or a chain is clamped
by the pulleys and transmits the power from the primary to the secondary
pulley.
The efficiency of the variator is influenced by three main factors: losses
due to slip, hydraulic pump losses and finally the belt-related torque losses.
Losses due to slip come from the difference of speed between the pulley sheave
and the intermediate element. Pump losses are due to the over dimension
of the hydraulic pump and the pressure hydraulics. The belt-related torque
losses come from the behavior of the metallic belt at the entry and exit of
the pulley. Different strategies improving the efficiency were discussed, as for
example changing the hydraulic actuation by an electromechanical actuation,
or reducing the clamping force by controlling the slip.
A new slip synthesis of the variator is introduced in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
New slip synthesis
Slip in the variator plays an important role. First, slip can damage the
pulley sheaves and the intermediate element; furthermore can destabilize the
system. Therefore, operating limits are important to know. This chapter
discusses slip and the relation between slip and traction coefficient for each
pulley to obtain a new total slip synthesis of the variator.
This chapter is structured as follows. The first section describes the slip
behavior of each pulley. Analyzing this slip, a new total slip synthesis is in-
troduced in the second section. The third section defines the relation between
slip and traction coefficient for each pulley. The fourth section compares the
new synthesis with the usual one used in the literature. Finally, the two last
sections define the efficiency of the variator and the stability of the system,
respectively.
3.1 Pulley slip
Slip is linked to the power transmission of the variator, which relies on
friction between the intermediate element and the pulley sheaves. The slip
behavior is different for each pulley as shown in Figure 3.1 which shows exper-
imental measurements of speed and clamping force in the variator for different
speed ratios. During these experiments, the geometrical ratio is fixed geometri-
cally 1 i.e the primary radius is constant, the primary speed and the secondary
clamping force are constant while the resisting torque is rising.
Figure 3.1(a) shows the tangential speed of the pulleys, the chain speed and
the clamping forces of each pulley in UD ratio . As the secondary clamping
force is constant and the load rises, the slip of the variator increases. Until a
certain limit value of the load, the chain speed is constant and the secondary
pulley velocity goes down i.e. slip occurs on the secondary pulley. When
the load exceeds this limit value, the chain velocity and the secondary pulley
speed decrease i.e. the primary pulley starts to slip and the secondary slip
remains constant, finally the system becomes unstable. Note that the primary
clamping force is smaller than the secondary clamping force. Figure 3.1(b)
1The axial position of the primary pulley is measured and controlled to stay constant
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shows the same experiments for a ratio smaller than one. It can be seen that
the slip occurs only on the secondary pulley and the secondary clamping force
is smaller than the primary clamping force. From these experiments, it can
be concluded that the critical pulley (the pulley that will reach the macro
slip, i.e. unstability) is the pulley with the smallest clamping force i.e. the
pulley with the highest friction coefficient. In low ratio, macro slip occurs on
the primary pulley and in middle or higher ratios, macro slip occurs on the
secondary pulley.
With these results, a different slip value and traction coefficient can be
expected for each pulley and finally obtain a new synthesis of the total slip.
3.2 New analysis of the total slip
A speed loss vx 2 between each pulley and the intermediate element can be
defined by the difference of the tangential pulley speed at the contact radius
Rx and the velocity of the chain vch (Yamaguchi et al. (2006)).
vp = ωpRp − vch (3.1)
vs = vch − ωsRs (3.2)
Using the speed loss terminology, the dimensionless relative slip of each
pulley sx is defined to describe the relative motion between each pulley and
the intermediate element:
sp =
vp
ωpRp
= 1− vch
ωpRp
(3.3)
ss =
vs
ωsRs
=
vch
ωsRs
− 1 (3.4)
The slip of each pulley is then used to estimate the total slip of the variator
as the sum of the primary and the secondary slip. This new synthesis of the
total slip is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
stot = sp + ss
= vch
(
1
ωsRs
− 1
ωpRp
)
(3.5)
By means of the logarithmic derivation with respect to time and by re-
arranging terms, the differential equation of the primary and the secondary
slip, s˙p and s˙s respectively, are derived as a function of variator geometric and
kinematic parameters (Appendix A) .
2x = p for primary pulley, x = s for secondary pulley
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(a) rcvt,g = 0.49, Rp = 39.67mm,Rs = 80.94mm
(b) rcvt,g = 0.835, Rp = 55.53mm,Rs = 66.54mm
Figure 3.1: Tangential pulleys speed, chain speed and the pulley clamping forces during slip
measurements for different geometrical ratio
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s˙p =
1− sp
ωp
ω˙p +
1− sp
Rp
R˙p − 1
ωpRp
v˙ch (3.6)
s˙s = −1 + ss
ωs
ω˙s − 1 + ss
Rs
R˙s +
1
ωsRs
v˙ch (3.7)
The first term in the two equations corresponds to pulley dynamics, whereas
the second term is due to change in pulley radius (geometrical ratio) and finally
the third term is due to the dynamics of the intermediate element.
The total slip dynamics is now defined by:
s˙tot = s˙p + s˙s
=
1− sp
ωp
ω˙p − 1 + ss
ωs
ω˙s +
1− sp
Rp
R˙p − 1 + ss
Rs
R˙s +(
1
ωsRs
− 1
ωpRp
)
v˙ch (3.8)
=
1− sp
ωp
ω˙p − 1 + ss
ωs
ω˙s +
1− sp
Rp
R˙p − 1 + ss
Rs
R˙s +
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
sp + ss
vch
v˙ch(3.9)
A traction curve can now be defined as a function of each pulley slip sx.
3.3 Traction coefficients
The traction coefficient µx is the equivalent friction coefficient of the con-
sidered pulley and is defined by:
µx (rcvt,g, Fs, sx) =
cosβ0
2Rx
Tx
Fx
(3.10)
where Rx is the pulley radius, Tx is the pulley torque, Fx is the pulley
clamping force and finally β0 is the non-deformed half angle of the pulley.
Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.2(b) show the measured primary and the sec-
ondary traction coefficients respectively as a function of slip for different ge-
ometrical ratios. As expected, the traction curve of each pulley strongly de-
pends on the geometrical ratio and is different for each pulley. Also, these
experiments show that the intermediate element does not slip on the primary
pulley except for low ratios.
As it can be seen in Figure B.2, clamping force amplitude slightly affects
the traction coefficient. The rotation speed of the pulleys does not affect the
traction coefficient (Figure B.3).
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(a) Primary traction coefficient as a function of the slip for
different ratio
(b) Secondary traction coefficient as a function of the slip for
different ratio
Figure 3.2: Primary (a) band secondary (b) traction coefficients as a function of slip for
different geometrical ratio
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3.3.1 Micro and macro slip definition
As evidenced by the previous figures, the traction coefficient increases with
slip until it reaches a maximum and then remains constant or slightly de-
creases. For small amounts of slip, the traction coefficient is almost linear
with slip. This part of the curve with viscous behavior is called the micro-slip
area. The macro-slip area is defined as the region where the traction coefficient
decreases with increasing slip (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Definition of micro and macro slip: positive slope is define as the micro-slip,
negative slope is define as the macro-slip
It can be expected to have different behavior of the system with a posi-
tive or a negative slope of the traction coefficient. This phenomenon will be
analyzed in Section 3.6 using a simple model.
3.4 Discussion of new slip synthesis
The new synthesis of the total slip defined in Section 3.2 is discussed and
compared with the synthesis used by several authors (from now on called
standard synthesis) (Kobayashi et al. (1998); Veenhuizen et al. (2002); van
Drogen & van der Laan (2004); van der Laan et al. (2004); Metsenaere et al.
(2005); Pulles et al. (2005); van Eersel (2005); Bonsen (2006)).
3.4.1 Standard slip synthesis
Slip
The standard slip synthesis ssd is a global measure of slip. This synthesis
considers a speed loss vsd in the variator, defined by the difference tangential
speeds between the primary and the secondary pulleys.
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vsd = ωpRp − ωsRs (3.11)
The relative slip is defined as the speed loss divided by the input speed
ωpRp and is thus expressed as
ssd =
vs
ωpRp
= 1− ωsRs
ωpRp
= 1− rcvt
rcvt,g
(3.12)
where rcvt = ωsωp is the speed ratio and rcvt,g =
Rp
Rs
is the geometrical ratio.
Differential equation
The rate of change of the standard slip s˙sd is obtained by the time deriva-
tion of (3.12). Considering the geometric and speed ratio dynamics (Simons
(2006)), the resulting differential equation can be written as (Appendix E):
s˙sd =
1− ssd
ωp
ω˙p − 1− ssd
ωs
ω˙s +
1− ssd
Rp
R˙p − 1− ssd
Rs
R˙s (3.13)
The first and the second term of the equation represent the dynamics of
the primary and the secondary pulley respectively, the last two terms are due
to the change in the geometrical ratio.
Traction coefficient
The standard synthesis introduces an effective traction coefficient of the
variator µsd defined as the transmitted output torque divided by the normal
component of the contact force between the intermediate element and the
pulley subjected to the smaller of the two clamping forces (Bonsen (2006)).
µsd (ssd) =
cosβ0
2
Ts
min (Fp, Fs)Rs
=
cosβ0
2
Tp
min (Fp, Fs)Rp
(3.14)
3.4.2 New slip synthesis
Slip
The new slip synthesis was defined by (3.5). Taking into account (3.3) and
(3.4) and rearranging terms, (3.5) yields
stot =
vch
ωsRs
(
1
ωsRs
− 1
ωpRp
)
=
vch
ωsRs
(
1− rcvt
rcvt,g
)
(3.15)
Where the term 1− rcvtrcvt,g is the standard slip synthesis (3.12).
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Differential equations
The rate of change of slip for the new slip synthesis was derived in Section
3.2:
s˙tot = s˙p + s˙s
=
1− sp
ωp
ω˙p − 1 + ss
ωs
ω˙s +
1− sp
Rp
R˙p − 1 + ss
Rs
R˙s
+
sp + ss
vch
v˙ch (3.16)
Compared to the standard slip (3.13), the last term in (3.16) is added,
since the intermediate element dynamics is considered in the new synthesis.
Traction coefficient
As shown in Section 3.3, the new synthesis defines an effective traction
coefficient µx for each pulley.
µp (sp) =
cosβ0
2
Tp
FpRp
(3.17)
µs (ss) =
cosβ0
2
Ts
FsRs
(3.18)
3.4.3 Comparison of the two synthesis
Taking into account the secondary slip (3.4), we can rewrite (3.15) as:
stot =
vch
ωsRs
(
1− rcvt
rcvt,g
)
= (1 + ss)
(
1− rcvt
rcvt,g
)
(3.19)
For small values of slip i.e. ss  1, (3.19) coincides with the standard slip
definition:
stot ≈ 1− rcvt
rcvt,g
= ssd (3.20)
For low secondary slip values, the two syntheses are equivalent. In contrast,
for high secondary slip values, the two approaches differ. In usual CVT use,
slip is small and the two syntheses can be considered as equivalent. This
equivalence introduces some questions: what are the differences between the
two slip syntheses ? What are the advantages of the new one ?
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The standard synthesis of slip defines slip and traction coefficient from a
global point of view. Slip is defined by the difference of the tangential speed
of the two pulleys (3.11) and the dynamics of the intermediate element is not
considered. Slip on each pulley is unknown.
In contrast with the standard synthesis, the new one analyzes slip in more
details by looking at the difference in tangential speed between each pulley
and the intermediate element to define the total slip of the variator. Also, a
traction curve for each pulley is defined. Section 3.3 indicates that the traction
curve is different for the primary and the secondary pulley. The new synthesis
gives more information on the CVT state: slip on each pulley is well known.
These new informations may open the way to a new CVT control strategy.
The intermediate element dynamics is an additional dynamics introduced
by the new slip synthesis. The four first terms of the differential equation of
the new slip synthesis (3.16) are identical to the terms in the standard one
(3.13). The last term of the new synthesis stands the added dynamics. This
additional dynamics is helpful for improving the model of slip and it’s control.
Compared to the standard slip synthesis, the new one needs additional
information such as the speed of the intermediate element.
3.4.4 Remark
Figure 3.4 shows the measured total slip and the slip at each pulley in
UD and middle ratio for a constant load and speed ratio, while the total slip
varied. These experiments clearly demonstrate that in UD or low ratio, not
only the secondary pulley slips but also the primary. In middle or higher ratio,
only the secondary pulley slips.
3.5 Efficiency
The efficiency of the variator ηvar is given by the ratio of the output and
the input power of the transmission.
ηvar =
ωsTs
ωpTp
(3.21)
Where ωp and ωs are the primary and the secondary pulley speed respec-
tively, Tx the pulley torques.
Figure 3.5 shows the efficiency for different configurations of the geometri-
cal ratio, clamping forces and primary rotation speed. An optimum is observed
and is slightly affected by the different configurations.
If the losses of the system are considered, the secondary torque Ts and the
secondary pulley speed ωs are expressed as
Ts =
Tp
rcvt,g
− Tloss (3.22)
ωs = ωprcvt,g − ωloss (3.23)
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(a) Underdrive ratio
(b) Middle ratio
Figure 3.4: Total slip and pulley slip in underdrive and middle ratio
where Tloss is the torque losses and ωloss is the speed losses. Bearing
losses, which depend on the rotation speed and load, the belt-related torque
loss (Section 2.3.3), the miss-alignment of the intermediate element and the
friction between each part of the belt generate torque losses. The slip between
the intermediate element and the pulley sheave, in the case of the metallic belt
the speed difference between each band and block constitute the speed losses
of the variator.
Introducing equations, (3.21) yields to:
ηvar =
(
1− rcvt,gTloss
Tp
)
(1− s) (3.24)
= ηT ηs
Where the first right term is equivalent to the torque efficiency ηT and the
second right term is equivalent to the slip efficiency ηs.
Figure 3.6(a) and Figure 3.6(b) represent total, torque and slip efficiencies
(ηvar, ηT and ηs respectively) as a function of total slip stot and as a function
of the input torque Tp respectively. Figure 3.6(c) depicts the torque loss as
a function of slip. During those experiments, the secondary clamping force
and geometrical ratio were held constant, while the input torque was allowed
to rise. Because the secondary clamping force is constant, slip augments with
torque.
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(a) Variator efficiency as a function of total slip for
different geometrical ratios
(b) Variator efficiency as a function of total slip for
different secondary clamping forces
(c) Variator efficiency as a function of total slip for dif-
ferent primary rotation speeds
Figure 3.5: Summary of the variator efficiency as a function of slip
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Figure 3.6(b) shows that the slip efficiency decreases linearly and then
drops precipitously. When the torque reaches the maximum transmissible
value, the system reaches the macro-slip regime. At this point the system
becomes unstable. Using a simple model, we explain this instability in the
next section.
Figure 3.6(c) depicts that the torque loss is only slightly dependent on slip
or input torque but strongly depends on speed ratio.
3.6 Stability analysis with a simple model
Section 3.3.1, discussed that the traction curve has a portion with a posi-
tive and a portion with a negative slope. The positive slope defines the micro-
slip regime and the negative slope the macro-slip regime. We will demonstrate
that the negative sign of the slope indicates instability to the system.
Let us consider the simple model shown in Figure 3.7. BodyI is considered
to be one of the pulley. It rotates at a constant velocity ω. A force F1 is
applied to it. BodyII is equivalent to the intermediate element and moves in
ey direction. A force F2 is applied to this body.
The dynamics of BodyII in the vertical direction are described by :
Mv˙ = Ffr − F2
= F1µ (s)− F2 (3.25)
Where µ (s) is the traction coefficient and is a function of the slip s, M is
the mass of BodyII.
The slip s is defined by:
s =
ωR− v
ωR
(3.26)
By means of a logarithmic derivation with respect to time and by rear-
ranging terms, the rate of change of the slip becomes
s˙ = − 1
ωRM
(F1µ (s)− F2) (3.27)
Defining the state x = s, the input u = F1, the output y = x = s and
linearizing around a working point x0 = s0, the state-space formulation of the
dynamics of BodyII becomes
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx (3.28)
with
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(a) Total slip and torque efficiencies as a function of
total slip
(b) Total slip and torque efficiencies as a function of
input torque
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(c) Torque losses as a function of total slip
Figure 3.6: Summary of the different losses present in the variator type belt or chain
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Figure 3.7: Simple model of the chain in contact with the pulley used for stability study
A = −F1,0
ωR
dµ
ds
∣∣∣∣
0
(3.29)
B = − µ0
ωRM
(3.30)
C = 1 (3.31)
The stability of the system is given by the sign of the constant A. The
system is stable if and only if A ≤ 0. Except for the term dµds , all the terms
are positive, therefore, the stability is directly defined by the sign of dµds i.e.
the slope of the traction coefficient. If the slope is positive, then A is negative
(A < 0) and the system is stable. If the slope is negative, A becomes positive
and the system is unstable.
As excepted, the slope of the traction curve defines the stability of the
variator and should be positive (micro-slip) to guarantee the stability of the
system.
3.7 Summary
Slip of each pulley of the CVT variator and the relation between traction
coefficient and slip were discussed in this chapter. During the measurements
of the traction curve, the geometrical ratio and the secondary clamping force
are constant while the load rises. In UD configuration, the secondary pulley
slips until a certain value of the applied load is reached. When this limit
is exceeded, the primary pulley slips and reaches macro-slip. In middle or
higher ratio, only the secondary pulley slips and reaches macro-slip. Using
these results, a new synthesis of the total slip, given as the sum of the primary
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and the secondary slip, is proposed. Also, a traction curve can be defined for
each pulley. This new definition introduced new dynamics considerations as
the intermediate element dynamics.
Micro and macro slip regimes were defined in terms of the sign of slope
of the traction curve. During micro-slip, the slope is positive; macro-slip is
defined by the negative slope. Using a simple model, it was demonstrated that
if the slope is negative the system is unstable.
The next chapter gives the calculation of the clamping forces, the traction
coefficient, the slip and the efficiency of the variator taking into account the
elastic deformation of the different elements.
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Chapter 4
Low level model
The kinematics and forces involved in the CVT variator must be described
in detail in order to understand the entire system. Especially, the primary
and the secondary clamping force, the traction coefficient and the slip on each
pulley are of interest in this chapter.
The low level model approach presented here tries to provide the best
mathematical representation of the variator. This model will give a good
understanding of the system and the results will be used in the high level
model described in Chapter 5.
The chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the state of the art in mod-
eling CVTs is presented, followed by the geometry of the variator. Then, the
kinematics and forces involved in the system are developed. Elastic deforma-
tions of the pulley and the chain are discussed. After a description of how
to solve the modeling problem is given, the chain efficiency is estimated by
means of the losses at each contact point is provided. Finally, some simulations
results using the low level model are presented.
4.1 State of the art
A lot of models can be found for the CVT metallic belt, but only few
models for CVT chain.
For example, Asayama et al. (1995) and Kobayashi et al. (1998) propose
models for the metallic belt. In their models, all bodies are rigid and they take
into account the action of the bands. As other authors, Tarutani et al. (2006)
consider band interactions and augment the model by taking into account
pulley deformations. These pulley deformations are determined using finite
element method (FEM) calculation. Poll & Meyer (2007) do not only consider
pulley deformations, but also bending of the shafts.
Sorge (1996) considers pulley deformations and uses the virtual displace-
ment approach to solve the problem of the metallic belt trajectory, clamping
forces and slip. More recently, he studied the shift mechanics of the metallic
belt including belt deformations (Sorge (2007)).
Carbone et al. (2001) developed a theoretical model of a metal pushing
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V-belt to understand the CVT transient dynamics during rapid speed ratio
variations. Carbone et al. (2003) used two friction models, namely a Coulomb
friction and a visco-plastic friction to model friction between the belt and
pulley. Later Carbone et al. (2005) extended their previous work Carbone
et al. (2001) to investigate the influence of pulley deformation on the shifting
mechanism of a metal V-belt CVT. In this model the belt is considered as con-
tinuous, but the model can also be used for CVT chain (Carbone et al. (2006)).
This model uses the Sattler model (Sattler (1999)) to describe pulley defor-
mations. Sattler describes the deformations of the radius using trigonometric
relations. This model contains a parameter equivalent to pulley stiffness. Us-
ing FEM calculation, Sferra et al. (2002) propose a mathematical relation for
this parameter.
Kanokogi & Hashino (2000) present a multi-body model of the metallic belt
using a multi-body software simulation called ADAMS. Each component of the
metallic belt are rigid or flexible bodies. The results obtained are claimed to
be similar to the experiments. However, the simulation is time consuming
because of the large number of degrees of freedom.
Srnik (1998) and Tenberge (2004) describe models of CVT chains. Srnik
has developed a multi body dynamics model of a chain. This model takes
into account not only pulley deformations but also links and pins deforma-
tions. Tenberge’s model is using a pseudo multi body model by considering
the equilibrium of the forces in steady-state. This model considers only the
pulley deformations. Srivastava & Haque (2007) augment the Srnik model by
including clearances to see their effect on the dynamic performances.
Several authors used the classical Coulomb friction law to describe friction
between the intermediate element and the pulley sheaves. Only a few such
as Srnik (1998), Yamaguchi et al. (2006), Srivastava et al. (2006), Poll et al.
(2006) use an exponential law. Micklem et al. (1994b) suggest that a viscous
model is more appropriate to describe slip and develop an empirical relation
based on elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) theory. Recently, Carbone
et al. (2008) analyze in detail the EHL squeeze process with a non-Newtonian
rheology of the lubricant and the visco-elastic response. It was concluded that
the lubricant may not be able to avoid direct asperity contact between the two
surfaces i.e direct metal-metal contact.
4.2 Geometric model of the variator
Figure 4.1 shows the geometry of the variator. ωx is the pulley velocity,
Rx is the pulley radius, da is the distance between pulley centers and finally
γx is the wrapped angle.
The two pulley speed ratios and the two pulley radius ratios define the
speed ratio rcvt and the geometrical ratio rcvt,g respectively:
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(a) Frontal view of the variator
(b) Over view of the variator
Figure 4.1: Frontal and over view of the variator
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rcvt =
ωs
ωp
(4.1)
rcvt,g =
Rp
Rs
(4.2)
The ratio is lower bounded by the underdrive ratio and upper boundary
by the overdrive ratio.
The geometrical ratio rcvt,g considers the following assumptions: the chain
does not slip, the pulleys and the intermediate element do not deform, the
chain runs at a perfect radius and the intermediate element length is constant.
With these assumptions and the geometry of the variator (Figure 4.1(a))
the length of the intermediate element Lch yields:
δ = arcsin
(
Rs −Rp
da
)
(4.3)
Lch = 2δ (Rs −Rp) + pi (Rs +Rp) + 2da cos δ (4.4)
Solving numerically the equation, the primary and the secondary radius,
Rp and Rs respectively, are determined as a function of the geometrical ratio
rcvt,g as shown in Figure 4.2. A polynomial of degree three approximates the
two radiuses.
Rx = a3,xr3cvt,g + a2,xr
2
cvt,g + a1,xrcvt,g + a0,x (4.5)
dRx
drcvt,g
= 3a3,xr2cvt,g + 2a2,xrcvt,g + a1,x (4.6)
Furthermore, the axial position of the primary and secondary movable
pulleys is give by:
zx = (Rx −Rmin,x) tanβ0 (4.7)
where Rmin,x is the minimum radius of the pulley, β0 is the half angle of
the non deformed pulley.
The axial speed of the movable pulley is then given by:
z˙x =
dRx
dt
tanβ0 (4.8)
Using the rate of the geometrical ratio change r˙cvt,g, the term dRxdt becomes
dRx
dt
=
dRx
drcvt,g
drcvt,g
dt
=
dRx
drcvt,g
r˙cvt,g (4.9)
Where dRxdrcvt,g is given by (4.6)
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Figure 4.2: Primary and secondary pulley radius as a function of the geometrical ratio
rcvt,g = Rp/Rs
4.3 Steady-state model of the variator
As it was previously discussed (Section 4.1), different models have been
developed to determine the clamping forces or the belt tension. Some models
take into account elastic deformations of the belt and pulleys. These deforma-
tions are important for the efficiency and slip calculations. These stationary
models calculate the force distribution by considering the variator in equilib-
rium.
The steady state model presented in this section considers elastic deforma-
tions of pulleys, the longitudinal and transversal elastic deformations of the
intermediate element and contact point deformations.
4.3.1 Kinematic model
Figure 4.3 show the 3D and the planar view of kinematic quantities in-
volved in the system. θ is the angular position of the pin when it is clamped
into the pulley, vs is the sliding velocity between the pulley sheave and the
chain pin, ψ is the sliding angle and r is the pulley radius.
The plane ADE in the 3D view (Figure 4.3(b)) is the sliding plane where
the chain slides on the pulley sheave with a slip velocity vs. The chain moves
tangentially and radially in the pulley groove. The planes ABE and ABC are
the rotational plane and the pulley wedging angle respectively. The angle βs
represents the pulley wedging-angle in the sliding plane of the chain.
The velocity vs cosβs is the sliding velocity projected onto the vertical plan
and decomposed in radial sliding vr and in tangential sliding vθ. The angle βs
corresponds to the half angle of the sliding plane.
Using geometric relations, the half opening angle of the sliding plane is
given by
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(a) General 3D view of the chain in contact with the
pulley sheave
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(b) 3D view zoom around the contact point when the
chain is in contact with the pulley sheave
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(c) Planar view
Figure 4.3: General 3D view and planar view of the chain is in contact with the pulley sheave
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tanβs = tanβ sin γ (4.10)
Radial slip velocity
The radial sliding velocity vr is equal to the summation of the radial sliding
velocity R˙ due to the shifting ratio and the sliding velocity due to the elastic
deformations r˙ = drdt . The deformed radius r is a function of the angular
position r (θ), and r˙ can be written as r˙ = drdθ
dθ
dt , where
dθ
dt equals the pulley
angular velocity ω. Finally, the radial slip vr is equal to
vr = R˙+
dr
dθ
ω (4.11)
Tangential slip velocity
The chain velocity vch has a tangential and a radial component, Vθ and
Vr respectively (Figure 4.4). The first component is defined by the tangential
pulley speed at the contact point ωr and the tangential slip velocity between
the pulley and the chain vθ i.e Vθ = ωr + vθ. The second component is equal
to the radial slip velocity vr (4.11). Usually it can be assumed that the radial
velocity Vr is smaller than the tangential velocity Vθ i.e. Vr  Vθ. The chain
velocity becomes:
vch = ωr + vθ (4.12)
er
eq
q
x
y
vθ
vr
Vθ
Vr
vch
ωr
Figure 4.4: Speed component involve in the system when the chain is in contact with the
pulley sheave
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Due to chain elongation, the chain speed is not constant along the pulley.
Considering the longitudinal strain of the chain ch and the velocity of the non
deformed chain vch,0, the chain velocity is expressed as
vch = vch,0 (ch + 1) (4.13)
ch =
Fch,n
EchAch
(4.14)
Considering the time derivative of (4.12) and (4.13) and rearranging terms,
the tangential slip vθ yields
∂vθ
∂θ
=
ωr
ch + 1
∂ch
∂θ
− vr (4.15)
4.3.2 Mechanical model
Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b) show a transversal and respectively an
axial view of the pin clamped between the two pulley sheaves. The position of
each pin is given by the angle θn−1, θn and θn+1. The force Nn is the normal
force acting on the pin n, Fax,n is the axial force and the term 2µNn cosβs is
the friction force. The forces Fch,n−1 and Fch,n are the chain forces acting on
the pin n.
The equilibrium equations written in the referential er, eθ, z yields to:
0 = Fn cos
∆θn
2
− Fn−1 cos ∆θn−12 + 2µNn cosβs cos γ (4.16)
0 = −Fn sin ∆θn2 − Fn−1 sin
∆θn−1
2
−2µNn cosβs sin γ + 2Nn cosβ0 (4.17)
0 = Nn cosβ0 + µNn sinβs − Fax,n (4.18)
Solving these three equations, the chain force Fch,n, the normal force Nn
and the axial force Fax,n acting on the contact point can be expressed as
Fn = Fn−1
cos ∆θn−12
cosβ0−µ cosβs cos γ
µ cosβs cos γ
− sin ∆θn−12
cos ∆θn2
cosβ0−µ cosβs cos γ
µ cosβs cos γ
+ sin ∆θn2
(4.19)
Nn =
Fn−1 cos
∆θn−1
2 − Fn cos ∆θn2
2µ cosβs cos γ
(4.20)
Fax,n = Fn (cosβ0 + µ sinβs) (4.21)
Each contact point transmit a part of the total torque by friction. The
torque at the contact point is the product of the tangential friction force and
the pulley radius.
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(a) Frontal view
(b) Axial view
Figure 4.5: Frontal and axial view of the forces acting on the pin when it is in contact with
the pulley sheave
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Tn = rn2Ffr
= rn2µFn cosβs cos γ (4.22)
Finally the resultant axial force Fax and torque Tn on the pulley are the
summation of each axial force and torque respectively.
Fax =
∑
n
Fax,n (4.23)
T =
∑
n
Tn (4.24)
4.3.3 Friction coefficient
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the contact point between the intermediate
element and the pulley sheave is EHL type. Calculating the thickness of
the lubricating film and the resultant fluid friction are complicated tasks.
Therefore, as done by some authors, an exponential law is used to relate slip
to traction coefficient at each contact point.
The coefficient of friction is governed by the following relationship and
represented in Figure 4.6:
µ = µo
(
1− e−
|vs|
v0
)
(4.25)
Figure 4.6: Exponential friction law
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4.4 Elastic deformation
In the literature, different elastic models of CVT are available (Section 4.1).
All the authors take into account the pulley deformations, some also include
the intermediate element deformations (longitudinal and transversal) and only
few shaft bending, but no one considers the contact point deformation. In the
case of the metallic belt, this can be justified, as the longitudinal stiffness of
the belt is high. In the case of CVT chains, the contact point deformations
could be of same order as the pulley deformations or the pin compression.
This is especially true for small radius of contact, where the pulley is stiffer
than for large radius.
The elastic deformations considered in this thesis are:
1. elastic deformations of the pulley and contact point due to the normal
forces, Figure 4.7(a)
2. clearance between the sheave pulley and the shaft, Figure 4.7(b)
3. pin compression, Figure 4.7(c)
4.4.1 Pulley deformation
Sattler models the radius change due to pulley deformation using trigono-
metric relation (Sattler (1999)). A few authors (Carbone et al. (2005), Srivas-
tava et al. (2006); Srivastava & Haque (2007)) use this model for the pulley
elastic deformations. This model uses a parameter to describe the pulley stiff-
ness. Using FEM calculations, the equation of this parameter can be determine
(Sferra et al. (2002)). The Sattler model is simple therefore attractive. Unfor-
tunately, FEM simulations show this model is not appropriate for the pulleys
used in this thesis (Appendix C), therefore a specific model is developed.
To avoid FEM simulation (as shown in Figure 4.8) for each step of the cal-
culation, an on line FEM simulation for different radius Rx,0, different normal
forces Nn is used. The output of the FEM simulation is the axial deformation
Dn,y
1 (Figure 4.7(a)) that depends on the angular position θdef where the
elastic deformation is measured. A 3D table is then obtained and allows to
interpolate deformations for any data set (Rx,0, Nn, θdef ). The total movable
or fixe pulley elastic deformations Dy is then equal to the summation of each
deformation due to each normal force Dn,y, i.e. theorem of superposition.
Finally, the total axial pulley elastic deformations Dfm is equal to the sum-
mation of the total movable pulley deformations Dm =
∑
nDn,m and the total
fixed pulley deformations Df =
∑
nDn,f .
Dfm =
∑
n
Df,n +
∑
n
Dm,n (4.26)
1y = f for the fixed pulley, y = m for the movable pulley
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(a) Radius change due to the pulleys sheave and con-
tact point deformations
(b) Radius change due to the clearance between the
shaft and the pulley sheaves
(c) Radius change due to the pin compression
Figure 4.7: The different elastic deformations of the pulley sheaves and pins
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Figure 4.8: FEM simulation of the movable and fixed pulley with a normal force equal to 4
kN
Several authors who consider pulley deformations are using a contact point
load. As it was already pointed out, in the case of the chain, the contact point
deformation between the pin and the pulley sheave can be of the same order
than the pulley deformation or the pin compression. Therefore, instead of a
point load contact, the crowning of the pin is directly considered in the FEM
simulation.
4.4.2 Pulley sheave and shaft clearance
Due to the clearance between the pulley and the shaft, the pulley sheave is
inclined (Figure 4.9). The pulley inclination is determined by a rather straight
forward geometrical formula (Sattler (1999), Carbone et al. (2005), Tarutani
et al. (2006)). If the contact point deformation between the pulley and shaft is
neglected, and the maximum value of the inclination allowed by the clearance
is defined by δy, the axial displacement at radius Rx,0 and angle position θ in
each pulley become Dcl,y:
Dcl,y = δyRx,0 cos (θ − θc) (4.27)
Where θc is the center of the wedge expansion. This angle depends on the
normal force distribution. Considering the equilibrium of moments (Tarutani
et al. (2006) and Carbone et al. (2005)), this angle is written
tan θc =
∑
nNn sin θ∑
nNn cos θ
(4.28)
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Figure 4.9: Pulley deformation due to the clearance between shaft and pulley
Finally, the total deformation due to the shaft and pulley sheaves clearance
is then the summation of the two displacements (fixed and movable sheave).
Dcl = Dcl,f +Dcl,m (4.29)
4.4.3 Pin compression
Each pin in contact with pulleys are compressed due to the normal force
Nn acting on it. The pin compression is calculated by the law of elasticity:
σpin =
∆Lpin
Lpin
Epin (4.30)
Where σpin is the stress, Lpin and ∆Lpin are the pin length and the pin
compression respectively and Epin is the Young modulus. The stress is equiv-
alent to the axial force acting on the pin divided by the pin area Apin. Finally,
the variation of the pin length ∆Lpin could be written as a function of the
normal force Nn.
∆Lpin = Nn cosβ0
Lpin
Apin
E (4.31)
4.4.4 Pulley radius deformation
The two previous section described pulleys and pins deformations in the
axial direction. As the radial direction is the interest, geometrical relations
are used to transform axial deformations in radial one. Figure 4.10 represents
the elements in position when the deformations are considered or not.
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Figure 4.10: Radial movement of the pin due to the pulley elastic deformations and pin
compression
Considering the top line at radius R0, the length of the line from A to B
can be expressed:
AB = (Dm +Dcl,m) + Lpin + (Df +Dcl,f ) or (4.32)
AB = D1 + (Lpin −∆Lpin) +D2 (4.33)
By rearranging the terms one obtains:
Dm +Dcl,m +Df +Dcl,f +∆Lpin = D1 +D2 (4.34)
Using the geometry of the triangle AA′P1 and BB′P2, the radial displace-
ment ∆r yields to:
∆r =
D1
tanβm
or (4.35)
∆r =
D2
tanβf
=
Dm +Dcl,m +Df +Dcl,f +∆Lpin −D1
tanβf
(4.36)
By replacing D1 = ∆r tanβm from (4.35) into (4.36), one can express the
deformed radius as
r = R0 −∆r = R0 − Dm +Dcl,m +Df +Dcl,f +∆Lpintanβm + tanβf (4.37)
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4.5 Numerical procedure
The model presented in Section 4.3 shows many interactions. The elastic
deformations depend on the normal forces acting on the pulley sheave. The
normal forces belong to the chain forces that depend on the sliding friction
angle γ. This angle belongs itself to the sliding speed that is influenced by the
elastic deformations of the pulley.
The algorithm to solve the problems is shown in Figure 4.11 (Tenberge
(2004), Tarutani et al. (2006)).
Inputs needed to solve the algorithm are the secondary clamping force Fs,
the primary torque Tp, the primary and the secondary pulley radius Rp and
Rs respectively and finally the time rate of the radius change dRxdt . If the
steady-state condition are considered, dRxdt = 0
Figure 4.11: Calculation procedure
The process starts with an arbitrary elastic deformation, an initial chain
speed and initial value of ξ = FminFmax . Where Fmin and Fmax are the minimum
and respectively the maximum chain force. In a first step, the maximum and
minimum chain force Fmax and Fmin are calculated:
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Fmax =
Tp
Rp
1
ξ − 1 (4.38)
Fmin = ξFmax (4.39)
In a second step, the sliding angles between the pins and the pulley sheaves
and the chain force distribution is calculated using the initial pulley deforma-
tions. As the torque transfer does not correspond any more to the desired
torque, the chain speed is varied in a first iteration until the torque transfer
equals the desired one. The change of the chain speed varies the tangential
slip that affects the sliding angle and finally the chain force distribution.
The chain forces obtained at this point of the simulation use an estimate of
pulley deformations. With these new chain forces distributions, a new pulley
deformation can be calculated in a second iteration. This iteration is repeated
until the deformed radius distribution does not change any more.
Finally, the ratio of the minimum and maximum chain force ξ is varied
in a third iteration until the pulley clamping force is equal to the input. At
this step of the simulation, the maximum and the minimum chain forces, the
secondary pulley torque, sliding angle, for example, are determined.
Using the maximum and minimum chain forces, Fmax and Fmin respec-
tively, the same algorithm is applied to the primary pulley. At this time,
the third iteration is not necessary, as the maximum and the minimum chain
force are used as inputs. At the end of the secondary and the primary pulley
calculations, for example the clamping force, the torque, the sliding velocity,
the chain force distribution and the normal force for each contact point are
determined.
4.6 Intermediate element speed
The primary and the secondary pulleys are not only coupled by the mini-
mum and the maximum chain forces Fmin and Fmax respectively (Section 4.5)
but also by the velocity of the intermediate element. The speed at the output
of one pulley should be equal to the velocity at the entry of the other pulley.
The chain velocity vch is
vch =
√
(rω + vθ)
2 + v2r (4.40)
Two cases can be considered: the geometrical ratio rcvt,g is constant or the
speed ratio rcvt is constant.
4.6.1 Geometrical ratio constant
In the case of a constant geometrical ratio, the primary and the secondary
pulley radius Rp and Rs respectively are constant. The primary pulley velocity
is considered to be known and the secondary pulley velocity should be varied
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until the chain velocity of the exit of the primary pulley is equal to the chain
velocity at the entry of the secondary pulley.
4.6.2 Speed ratio constant
For the case of a constant speed ratio, the primary speed and ratio speed
are supposed to be known and constant. In this case, the pulleys radiuses
should be changed until the second coupling condition is reached.
After solving the problems, forces and the slip involved in the system are
known and can be used to estimate the chain efficiency.
4.7 Efficiency model
The calculation of the chain efficiency is based on the determination of the
losses of each contact point in contact with the pulley.
The following assumptions are made:
• No losses between each links
• No losses between pins and strips
• No losses between pins and links
• No losses between strips and links
The contact point between the pin and the pulley sheave is locally deformed
due to the normal force acting on it. We assume the area of contact and elastic
deformation is equivalent to an ellipse that can be determined by the Hertz
contact theory (Johnson (1985), Harris (1991)).
4.7.1 Hertz contact
Two bodies of revolution having different radius of curvature may contact
each other at single point if no load is applied. Such a condition is called point
contact (Harris (1991)). Figure 4.12 shows this condition.
The radius RΛ,pin and RΓ,pin are defined by the crowning of the pin and
RΛ,pl and RΓ,pl are defined by the crowning of the pulley where, RΓ,pl is infinite
and RΛ,pl is proportional to the pulley radius.
RΛ,pl =
Rx
sinβ0
(4.41)
The two radius of the contact ellipse (Figure 4.13) are expressed as (Harris
(1991)):
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Figure 4.12: Geometry of contacting bodies (Harris (1991))
a =
(
2κ2E
pi
) 1
3
[
3Nn
2Σρ
(
1− ν21
Epin
+
1− ν22
Epl
)] 1
3
(4.42)
b =
(
2E
piκ
) 1
3
[
3Nn
2Σρ
(
1− ν21
Epin
+
1− ν22
Epl
)] 1
3
(4.43)
where Epin and Epl are the Young modulus of the pin and the pulley
respectively, νpin and νpl are the Poisson coefficient of the two bodies.
In accordance with Figure 4.13, the normal contact pressure pxy at a certain
position (x, y) within the contact is:
pxy =
3Nn
2piab
√
1−
(x
a
)2 − (y
b
)2
(4.44)
4.7.2 Friction forces and moments
The elliptical ellipse generated by the contact between the pin and the
pulley can be divided a differential area dS. Figure 4.14 shows a part of the
ellipse with the differential area dS at the coordinate x and y from the center
of the ellipse. The velocity vs =
[
vθ vr
]T is the slip velocity vector between
the pin and the pulley sheave. ωs is the sliding slip due to the relative angular
velocity between the pin and the pulley.
If we assume a sliding friction model, the differential friction force dFfr
defined inside the ellipse is equivalent to the product of the normal stress at
the coordinate point (x, y) , the friction coefficient µ and the area dS:
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Figure 4.13: Ellipsoidal contact pressure distribution (Harris (1991))
Figure 4.14: Friction force and sliding velocities acting on differential area dS of the elliptical
contact surface (Harris (1991))
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dFfr =
3µNn
2piab
√
1− x
a
2 − y
b
2
dS (4.45)
The friction force dFfr can be decomposed in x and y direction dFfr,x =
dFfr sinφ and dFfr,y = dFfr cosφ respectively. Then the total friction force
in each direction is given by the integral around the ellipse (Harris (1991)):
Ffr,x =
3µNn
2piab
∫ a
−a
∫ b√1−(xa)2
−b
√
1−(xa)
2
√
1−
(x
a
)2 − (y
b
)2
sinφdydx (4.46)
Ffr,y =
3µNn
2piab
∫ a
−a
∫ b√1−(xa)2
−b
√
1−(xa)
2
√
1−
(x
a
)2 − (y
b
)2
cosφdydx (4.47)
The differential friction force dFfr does not necessarily act at right angles to
a radius drawn form the geometrical center of the contact ellipse and generate
a certain moment dMs about the center of the contact ellipse given by:
dMs = ρ cos (φ− θ) dFfr (4.48)
.
With the geometry, the value of ρ and θ can be found and replaced into
(4.48) to give the total frictional moment about the center of the contact ellipse
(Harris (1991)):
Ms =
3µNn
2piab
∫ a
−a
∫ b√1−(xa)2
−b
√
1−(xa)
2
√
x2 + y2
√
1−
(x
a
)2 − (y
b
)2
cos (φ− θ) dydx (4.49)
Friction forces and the friction moment are now used to calculate the losses
at the contact point and the chain efficiency.
4.7.3 Chain efficiency
The chain efficiency is estimated by the summation of all contact point
losses. The eventual losses between links, links and pins or strips and finally
between pins and strips are neglected.
The contact loss ∆Pl,i of one contact yields to :
∆Pl,i = Ffr,xvθ + Ffr,yvr +Msωs (4.50)
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The first and second term are losses due to the slip in x and y direction.
The third is loss due to the spin torque.
The summation of all contact points losses then gives the total loss ∆Pl,x
and the efficiency ηx for one pulley :
∆Pl,x = 2
∑
n
∆Pl,i (4.51)
ηx =
Pout,x
Pin,x
=
Pin,x −∆Px
Pin,x
= 1− ∆Px
Pin,x
(4.52)
The input power of the primary pulley Pin,p is given by the rotation speed
and input torque of the primary pulley ωp and Tp respectively. Finally the
efficiency in the primary pulley yields to
ηp = 1− ∆Pl,p
Tpωp
(4.53)
The primary pulley efficiency ηp gives the input power Pin,s of the sec-
ondary pulley if no other losses are considered.
Pin,s = Pin,pηp
= Tpωpηp (4.54)
and the efficiency of the secondary pulley becomes
ηs = 1− ∆Ps
Tl,pωpηp
(4.55)
Finally the chain efficiency ηch is the multiplication of the primary and the
secondary pulley efficiency, ηp and ηs respectively.
ηch = ηpηs (4.56)
4.8 Simulation
This section depicts some few results obtained by the low level model pre-
sented in this chapter. Other results as the traction curve and slip simulation
can also be found in Chapter 6 and Appendix C for the pulley radius deforma-
tions.
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4.8.1 Chain forces and slip
Figure 4.15 depicts a simulation results in underdrive ratio with an input
torque Tp equivalent to 50Nm. The maximum and minimum chain forces,
Fmax and Fmin respectively, and the chain force distribution when the chain is
clamped into the pulley are shown in Figure 4.15(a). The slip behavior between
the pulley sheaves and the chain (Figure 4.15(b)) shows a position where the
radial slip is null and changes the sign. This angular position corresponds to
the maximum of the pulley radius deformation and equivalent to the center of
edge expansion.
(a) Chain force distribution
(b) Slip vector from the pulley sheave to the chain
Figure 4.15: Low level model simulation results in underdrive ratio for a input torque equal
to 50Nm
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4.8.2 Variator matrix
Clamping forces, slips and traction coefficients can be calculated for each
working point. A complete matrix of the variator characteristics is then ob-
tained. The inputs of this matrix are the slip of each pulley sx, the secondary
clamping force Fs, the load factor Lf and the geometrical ratio rcvt,g. The
outputs are the chain efficiency ηch, the primary clamping forceFs and the
traction coefficient µx. Figure 4.16 depicts one example for a geometrical
ratio equal to 0.83.
4.8.3 Shifting
This low model also predicts the evolution of the geometrical ratio during
shifting. Figure 4.17 shows an example of the rate of change of the ratio for a
geometrical ratio 1:1. Two modes are observed: the creep mode (usual mode
of the CVT) and the slip mode (Ide et al. (1996), Carbone et al. (2001, 2005)).
It was discussed in Section 4.3 that the radial slip is composed by the slip due
to pulley deformation and the slip due to shifting. During slip mode, the slip
due to shifting is predominant. During the creep mode, pulley deformations
take an important part of the shifting process (Ide et al. (1996), Carbone et al.
(2001, 2005)).
4.9 Summary
The low level model of the variator was derived in this chapter. A simple
geometrical model without considering any deformations was presented. Then,
considering elastic deformations of the pulleys and the elongation of the chain,
kinematics equations were found. On the basis of equilibrium considerations,
the forces involved in the system were calculated.
Elastic deformations due to the forces acting on the pulley sheaves, the
clearance between the pulley and the shaft, the chain elongation and the pin
compression constitute the elastic deformations of the system. These deforma-
tions play an important part for the calculation of the slip between the pulley
sheaves and the pin chain.
The contact point deformation between the pulley sheaves and the pin
is described by the Hertz contact theory. Friction forces and torques at the
contact points are calculated and losses for each contact point estimated to
determine the power loss due to each contact point and finally a model of the
chain efficiency is derived.
The creep mode and the slip mode during shifting can be described by this
model. The creep mode is defined by the slip due to the shifting and the slip
due to elastic deformations. During the slip mode, the radial slip due to the
shifting is predominant and the elastic deformations can be neglected.
The main results of this low level model presented in this chapter are pulley
forces, pulley torques, traction curves and slip for each pulley. They will be
integrate in the high level model described in the next chapter.
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(a) Primary traction curve as a function of the primary slip
and the secondary clamping force
(b) Secondary traction curve as a function of the secondary
slip and the secondary clamping force
(c) Chain efficiency as a function of the total slip and the
secondary clamping force
Figure 4.16: Simulation results of the primary, secondary traction curve and variator effi-
ciency as a function of slip and secondary clamping force for a geometrical equal to 0.83
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Figure 4.17: Rate of change of the ratio as a function of the logarithm of the primary to
secondary clamping force ratio
Chapter 5
High level model
The model described in the previous chapter gives complete characteris-
tics of the variator as for example the pulley clamping forces and the traction
curve. These results are integrated in a larger model to describe the dynamic
of the variator. This high level model does not only consider the variator dy-
namics but also the hydraulic and the actuator dynamics, elements important
to consider for the variator control.
This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the state of the art is pre-
sented following by the description of the interactions of the system. Thirdly,
the actuator model and the hydraulic model are defined. Then the differential
equations of the variator and of the slip are derived. The complete variator
dynamics are summarized in the last section.
5.1 State of the art
5.1.1 Variator dynamics
Essentially three models can be found in the literature to describe the
shifting behavior of the variator: The Shafai model (Shafai et al. (1995)), the
Ide model (Ide et al. (1994, 1996)) and the CMM model (Carbone et al. (2001,
2006)). The Shafai and Ide models use a number of linear fits to arrive at a
gray-box model. They are differentiated by the fact that Shafai describes the
velocity of the pulley displacement whereas Ide describes the rate of change
of the ratio. The CMM model gives a linear relation between the rate of the
ratio change and the logarithm of the primary and the secondary clamping
force ratio. Additionally, the parameters of the CMM can be calculated by
the low level model (Chapter 4) for example.
As far as the author knows, the Shafai or Ide model are the most widely
used to describe the variator dynamics and only few authors used the CMM
model (Simons et al. (2006), Bonsen (2006), Carbone et al. (2006)). The last
authors pointed out that for a ratio of the clamping force smaller than one
the Ide model shows some divergence. They explain that the Ide model is a
first order approximation of the logarithm of the clamping force ratio used in
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the CMM model. It can be concluded that the CMM model gives the most
accurate results.
5.1.2 Servo pumps modelling
The hydraulic system used in this thesis is using two servo pumps to set the
primary and the secondary pulley pressure (Section 2.2). As far as the author
knows, only few authors describe the servo pump model. Cools & Veenhuizen
(2004) and Metsenaere et al. (2005) give a model of the needed torque to
drive the pump. They control the shifting pump in speed and the secondary
pump in torque. Cools & Veenhuizen (2004) claim that more stable control
is achieved, since the primary pressure acts independently of the secondary
pressure. Oudijk (2005) uses the two servo pumps controlled in torque. He
also models the power consumption of the servo hydraulic system.
Appendix D gives a complete model of the actuator dynamics. The servo
motor is described by taking into account the electric and mechanical charac-
teristics of the motor.
5.2 System interactions
Before entering in the details of the modeling, the system interactions
are described. They can be divided into two groups: actuators interactions,
hydraulic and variator interactions.
5.2.1 Actuators interactions
Figure 5.1(a) depicts the actuators system used in this work, where Vx,set
is the command set point of the servo pump. A variation of the command
Vp,set modifies the flow Qp and perturbs the secondary flow Qs. If the system
is perfect, the command Vs,set acts only on the secondary flow Qs (Figure
5.1(b)).
5.2.2 Hydraulic and variator interactions
Let us consider that the system is in steady state, i.e. the primary and the
secondary clamping forces equilibrium the system. Now, when the primary
pressure (the primary clamping force) changes, the equilibrium between the
primary and the secondary clamping forces is broken and the two movable
sheaves move. These axial mechanical movements vary the hydraulic volumes
and then affect the two pressures. Figure 5.2 describes this loop-interaction
between the hydraulic and the mechanical parts i.e the variator.
5.3 Actuator models
The actuator models describe the dynamic behavior of the servo pump or
more precisely the flow going out of the pump. The servo pump is composed of
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(a) Servo pump hydraulic system without the variator
(b) Representation of the interactions be-
tween the shifting pump and the clamping
pump
Figure 5.1: Servo pump hydraulic system and the interactions between each pump
Figure 5.2: Representation of the variator and the hydraulic interactions
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three elements: the servo amplifier, the servo motor and the hydraulic pump.
The servo amplifier generates a signal to the servo motor that corresponds to
the desired torque or rotation speed depending on the control mode (torque
or speed control mode)
5.3.1 Control mode of the servo pump
The servo pump produces a flow going to the hydraulic volume of the
variator and generates a pressure. This pressure creates a resistive torque on
the servo motor. The servo motor can be used either in torque control, or in
speed control.
The servo pump generates a flow proportional to the rotation speed and
as it will be seen in Section 7.3 the flow could be used to control the pressure.
Then it is proposed to use the two servo pumps in speed mode. The input
vector is the voltage to set the rotation speed Uact =
[
Vp,set Vs,set
]T and
the output vector is the flow going in or out of the pulleys Yact =
[
Qp Qs
]
.
5.3.2 Servo pump model
The servo motor and the hydraulic pump can be modeled using the elec-
tric and mechanical equations of the motor and the pump characteristics.
Appendix D shows this model.
This kind of model is somehow complicated and simpler models are desired
for control purposes. If the servo pump is controlled in speed, it was found
experimentally that the flow generated by the servo pump is equivalent to a
second order transfer function.
Qsp =
Gspηsp
asps2 + bsps+ 1
Vs,set (5.1)
Qp =
Gpηp
aps2 + bps+ 1
Vp,set (5.2)
where Gx is the gain, ηx the hydraulic efficiency of the pump and Vx,set is
the servo amplifier input voltage to set the servo motor speed.
The secondary flow Qs is equal to the difference between the flow provided
by the clamping pump Qsp and the shifting pump Qp
Qs = Qsp −Qp (5.3)
Using the state space notation, the primary flow Qp and the secondary
flow Qs can be written as
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X˙act =

0 1 0 0
− 1ap −
bp
ap
0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 − 1asp −
bsp
asp
 Xact +

0 0
Gp·ηp
ap
0
0 0
0 Gsp·ηspasp
 Uact
Yact =
[
1 0 0 0
−1 0 1 0
]
Xact
(5.4)
WhereXact =
[
Qp Q˙p Qsp Q˙sp
]T is the state vector,Uact = [ Vp,set Vs,set ]T
is the input vector and Yact =
[
Qp Qs
]T is the output vector.
5.4 Hydraulic model
Basically a hydraulic circuit is a succession of volumes and restriction pas-
sages called orifices. For the volume, the continuity condition (5.5) yields that
the difference between flow coming in Qi and out Qo of a volume V , also
called the consumed flow, is due to the volume expansion and/or to the com-
pressibility flow resulting from a pressure change. This equation was obtained
with the assumption that isothermal conditions exist in the liquid flow. For
practical use, it is important to define accurately the effective bulk modu-
lus βe. This parameter can be substantially lowered by trapped air and/or
mechanical compliance of the considered volume. The continuity equation is
reviewed with a detailed relation of the effective bulk modulus (Gruber (1988),
Merritt (2001)):
∑
Qi −
∑
Qo =
dV
dt
+
V
βe
dP
dt
(5.5)
Figure 5.3 shows the hydraulic system of the variator. Vx is the piston
volume, zx is the pulley position, Px is the pulley pressure and Qx is the
flow that enters or exits the pulley. The leakages are neglected as the pulley
leakages used in this work are small.
The volume of the pulley Vx is equal to the initial volume Vx,0, for ex-
ample at ratio 1:1, and the variation of the volume due to movable sheave
displacement:
Vx = Vx,0 +Axzx (5.6)
dV
dt
= Ax
dzx
dt
= Axz˙x (5.7)
where z˙x is the axial velocity of the movable sheave (4.8), Ax is hydraulic
area of the piston.
Introducing (5.6) and (5.7) into (5.5) and rearranging the terms, we express
the rate of change of the pressure as:
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Figure 5.3: Representation of the variator without the actuators
P˙x =
βs
Vx,0 +Axzx
Qx − Axz˙xβs
Vx,0 +Axzx
(5.8)
5.5 Shifting model
The shifting model (transient variator model) depicts the relation between
the variator shifting speed and the clamping forces. Based on the Section 5.1.1
the CMM model is chosen (Carbone et al. (2006)). The shifting behavior can
be described by:
r˙cvt,g = ωpG (rcvt,g, Fs, Lf )
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(5.9)
where FpFs
∣∣∣∣
eq
is the primary and the secondary clamping force ratio at the
equilibrium, G is a function that depends on the geometrical ratio rcvt,g, the
secondary clamping forces Fs and the load factor Lf . The two parameters G
and FpFs
∣∣∣∣
eq
are calculated with the low level model described in Chapter 4
5.6 Slip model
The shifting model described in the previous section does not give any
information on the variator slip and the model is only suffisent for ratio control.
For slip control, the slip in the variator should be defined. As it was seen in
Section 3.2, the slip of each pulley is a function of the pulley speed ωx, the
geometrical radius of the pulley Rx and the chain speed vch.
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vp = ωpRp − vch (5.10)
vs = vch − ωsRs (5.11)
(5.12)
Using the speed loss terminology, the dimensionless relative slip sx is de-
fined to describe the relative motion between each pulley and the intermediate
element (Yamaguchi et al. (2006)).
sp =
vp
ωpRp
= 1− vch
ωpRp
(5.13)
ss =
vs
ωsRs
=
vch
ωsRs
− 1 (5.14)
The slip of each pulley determines the total slip of the variator as the
summation of the primary and the secondary slip (Section 3.2 and 3.3.1).
stot = sp + ss
= vch
(
1
ωsRs
− 1
ωpRp
)
(5.15)
5.7 Mechanical model
The mechanical model of the variator consists of two pulleys and an inter-
mediate element as represented in Figure 5.4. The primary inertia is lumped
as inertia Jp, Js represents the secondary inertia and Mch is the chain weight.
Due to the tangential speed difference between pulleys and the intermediate
element, a slip exists which results in a friction torque Tx,fr and a friction
force Fx,fr. These torques and forces lead to the primary, the secondary and
the chain speed according to:
Jpω˙p = Tp − Tp,fr (5.16)
Jsω˙s = Ts,fr − Ts (5.17)
Mchv˙ch = 2Fp,fr − 2Fs,fr (5.18)
The friction torque Tx,fr depends on the clamping force Fx, the pulley
radius Rx that depends on the geometrical ratio rcvt,g, the traction coefficient
µx that depends on the pulley slip sx and the geometrical ratio rcvt,g. The
friction force Fx,fr depends on the traction coefficient µx and the normal forces
due to the clamping force Fx.
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Figure 5.4: Forces and torques acting on the chain, the primary and secondary pulley
Tx,fr =
2µx (sx, rcvt,g)
cosβ0
Rx (rcvt,g)Fx (5.19)
Fx,fr =
2µx (sx, rcvt,g)
cosβ0
Fx (5.20)
The traction coefficient µx is obtained by the matrix traction curve for
each pulley given by the low level model described in Chapter 4.
Introducing (5.19) and (5.20) into (5.16) to (5.18), the speeds of the two
pulleys and the intermediate element become:
ω˙p =
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µpcosβ0RpFp
)
(5.21)
ω˙s =
1
Js
(
2µs
cosβ0
RsFs − Ts
)
(5.22)
v˙ch =
1
Mch
(
2µp
cosβ0
Fp − 2µscosβ0Fs
)
(5.23)
The ratio of the secondary and the primary pulley speeds, ωs and ωp,
defines the speed ratio rcvt.
rcvt =
ωs
ωp
(5.24)
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5.8 Variator dynamics with slip
The variator dynamics with slip are obtained by assembling the different
models defined in the previous sections; the total mechanical dynamics that
consider the slip of each pulley is then summarized by:
ω˙p =
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µpcosβ0RpFp
)
(5.25)
ω˙s =
1
Js
(
2µs
cosβ0
RsFs − Ts
)
(5.26)
r˙cvt,g = ωpG
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(5.27)
s˙p =
1− sp
ωp
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µpcosβ0RpFp
)
− 1
ωpRp
1
Mch
(
2µp
cosβ0
Fp − 2µscosβ0Fs
)
+
1− sp
Rp
dRp
drcvt,g
ωpG
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(5.28)
s˙s = −1 + ss
ωs
1
Js
(
2µs
cosβ0
RsFs − Ts
)
+
1
ωsRs
1
Mch
(
2µp
cosβ0
Fp − 2µscosβ0Fs
)
−1− ss
Rs
dRs
drcvt,g
ωpG
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(5.29)
rcvt =
ωs
ωp
(5.30)
stot = ss + sp (5.31)
5.8.1 Linearized model
Defining the state vector X =
[
ωp ωs rcvt,g sp ss
]T , the input vec-
tor U =
[
Fp Fs Tp Ts
]T and the output vector Y = [ rcvt stot ]T , the
non linear state-space formulation of the variator dynamics yield to:
X˙ =

f1 (X,U)
f2 (X,U)
f3 (X,U)
f4 (X,U)
f5 (X,U)

Y =
[
g1 (X,U)
g2 (X,U)
]
(5.32)
When linearized around a working pointX =
[
ωp,0 ωs,0 rcvt,g,0 sp,0 ss,0
]T ,
the linear state-space formulation of the variator dynamics becomes (Appendix
F):
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X˙ = AX+BU (5.33)
Y = CX (5.34)
where
A =

0 0 a13 a14 0
0 0 a23 0 a25
0 0 a33 0 0
0 0 a43 a44 a45
0 0 a53 a54 a55
 (5.35)
B =

b11 0 b13 0
0 b22 0 b14
b31 b32 b33 0
b41 b42 b43 0
b51 b52 b53 b54
 (5.36)
C =
[
c11 c12 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
]
(5.37)
5.9 Summary
The CVT variator shows a lot of interactions between mechanical parts and
hydraulics parts. For example, a variation of the primary pressure changes
the primary clamping force. The equilibrium between the primary and the
secondary clamping forces is affected. The primary and the secondary mov-
able sheaves move slightly. These mechanical movements vary the hydraulic
volumes and then affect the two pressures. Using the hydraulic continuity
equation, the rate of change of the pressure was defined.
It was found experimentally that the two servo pumps can be modeled by a
second order transfer function if the servo motor is used in speed control mode.
Then, the dynamics of the primary and the secondary flows were derived.
The shifting behavior of the variator is described by a linear relation be-
tween the rate of change of the ratio and the logarithm of the primary and
the secondary clamping force (pressure) ratio.
The variator dynamics were defined by the dynamics of three bodies: the
intermediate element, the primary and the secondary pulleys. The dynamics
of the pulleys are defined by the torque difference that acts on each pulley, the
intermediate element dynamics is given by the friction forces involved in the
system.
Using the new slip synthesis developed in Section 3.2, a complete model
of the variator was derived and linearized around a working point.
Chapter 6
Simulation and experiment
comparisons
In order to verify the low and high level models described in the two
previous chapter (Chapter 4 and 5 respectively), the simulations results are
compared with experimental data. The validation indicates the level of reli-
ability and the limitations of these models. Experiments were performed on
a test bench composed of an electric motor, a CVT variator with an involute
chain and a dynamo to simulate the load.
The first section briefly describes the test bench used for measuring the
primary pulley position and the chain speed. The second section compares
results of simulations with the low level model and experimental results. Fi-
nally, the third section compares some dynamic simulations with experimental
data.
6.1 Test bench
The test bench (Figure 6.1) is composed of an 55kW electric motor, a
CVT variator, a 30mm involute chain, a 91kW dynamo and two servo pumps
composed of a 400W servo motor and a 0.88cc bidirectional external gear
pump .
Additional sensors are placed to measure the pulley speeds ωx (max speed
6000rpm) and torques Tx (max torque 100Nm), the pressures Px, the flows
that enter or exist the pulley Qx, the primary pulley position zp and finally
the chain speed vch.
All sensors are connected to a dSPACE system to control the test rig
(pulley pressures, speed ratio, input torque, electric motor rotation speed and
safety software). A computer is used as a human interface for an easy use of
the test bench.
Further descriptions of the testing equipment is given in Appendix G.
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Figure 6.1: Test bench layout with a 55kW electric motor , torque and speed sensors, a
variator with an involute chain and a 91kW dynamo
6.1.1 Pulley radius measurement
The pulley radius can easily be measured if it is assumed that pulleys or
chain deformations are negligible. In reality, elastic deformations could be
important. To accurately estimate the pulley radius, the measurement of the
pulley radius has to be compensated for temperature changes and for changing
clamping force levels (Bonsen (2006)). The part of the variator will expand
with the temperature and then influence the pulley radius measurement. The
clamping forces have an effect on the pulley, chain and housing elastic defor-
mations.
The pulley radius Rx is measured at zero-load ratio at different primary
pulley position zp, temperature T and secondary clamping force Fs.
Rx = f (zp, Fs, T ) (6.1)
The zero-load ratio is equivalent to the speed ratio without load. It is
considered that the intermediate element does not slip and the primary and
the secondary radius, Rp and Rs respectively, are calculated using the chain
speed vch and the pulley rotation speed ωx.
Rp =
vch
ωp
(6.2)
Rs =
vch
ωs
(6.3)
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6.1.2 Chain speed measurement
The chain speed is measured via the frequency detection of the pins. The
chain speed is a function of the frequency detection fdet and the pitch of the
chain pitch:
vch = fdet pitch (6.4)
In this work, the detection of the frequency uses a proximity sensor. In
order to keep a constant gap between the sensor and the pin, a sensor holder
following the chain movement was developed and is shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2(a) shows all the movements needed to follow the chain. The
measurement system is free in rotation and along the Z axis, (I) and (II)
respectively. To take into account the misalignment, the rotation around the
Y axis is integrated into the system (III). The chain vibrations in Y direction
are also taken into account (IV). The chain is in contact with the support and
pulls the system (Figure 6.2(b)).
6.2 Low level model
In order to verify the predictions of the low level model described in Chap-
ter 4, the simulation results are compared with experimental data. This val-
idation is decomposed in two steps. The first step is the prediction of the
primary clamping force, and the second step is the simulation of pulley slip
and traction coefficient.
6.2.1 Clamping force
Figure 6.3 presents of a comparison of the simulated and measured primary
clamping force for an input torque Tp equal to 20Nm and for different speed
ratio. The inputs of the model are the geometrical ratio, the input torque and
the secondary clamping force. The secondary clamping force is calculated with
the standard clamping force strategy. The prediction of the primary clamping
force is almost always within 5%.
A general offset is observed between simulations and experiments. Losses,
as for example bearing losses, losses due to the miss-alignment and due the
friction between each element of the chain are not considered in the model.
The tolerance between the pulleys and the shaft are including in the pulley
deformation but as a rigid deformation. In reality, the contact point between
the pulley and the shaft is deformed and depends on the clamping forces. Also,
the pin bending is not included in the model.
6.2.2 Slip and traction coefficient
During the slip and traction coefficient experiments, the secondary clamp-
ing force is constant at Fs = 2kN , the geometrical ratio is fixed in UD ratio
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(a) Degrees of freedom of the chain speed measure system
(b) Proximity sensor and chain guides of the chain speed
measurement system
Figure 6.2: Chain speed measurement system
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the primary clamping force and experimental data at different speed
ratio for an input torque Tp = 20Nm
and the primary torque is slowly increased. Figure 6.4 shows these experimen-
tal measurements in comparison with the simulation data obtained by the low
level model. The inputs of the model are the secondary clamping force Fs, the
primary torque Tp and the two pulleys radius Rx. Figure 6.5 shows similar
experiments in OD ratio.
The model shows good correlation with experiments, except for the trac-
tion curve of the primary pulley. The experiment shows a steeper slope at
the start of the curve. The model uses an exponential law to define the fric-
tion coefficient 1. More precise models may be needed to obtain better results
for the traction curve. The contact point between the pins of the chain and
the pulley sheaves may be a mixed EHL/Metal-Metal contact point (Carbone
et al. (2008)). Also, it was observed that the clearance model between the
shaft and the pulleys plays an important role in the traction curve.
The low level model only models the chain efficiency (Figure 6.4(b)) and
does not consider other losses in the system. These differences may explain
the offset between the experimental data and the simulation results of the
variator efficiency.
6.3 High level model
The validation of the high level model presented in Chapter 5 is decom-
posed in two steps: firstly the geometrical ratio, hydraulics and servo pump
models validation, and second the slip dynamics validation.
1The two parameters µ0 and v0 of the friction exponential law (4.25) were chosen to
match the experiments as closely as possible. These values depend on the speed ratio and
on the secondary clamping force
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(a) Primary and secondary traction coefficient as a func-
tion of the primary and secondary slip respectively
(b) Variator efficiency as a function of the total slip
Figure 6.4: Comparison of traction curve and efficiency between experiments and simulations
with the low level model, UD, Fs = 2kN
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Figure 6.5: Primary and secondary traction curve as a function of the primary and secondary
slip respectively in OD, with a secondary clamping force Fs = 3.7kN
6.3.1 Geometrical model validation
For these experiments, a decentralized controller that neglects the cou-
pling was design to control the speed ratio and the secondary clamping force.
(Figure 6.6, Appendix H).
Figure 6.6: For the validation of the geometrical ratio, the pressure and actuator dynam-
ics, the speed ratio and the secondary pressure are controlled with a decentralized controller
neglecting coupling effects
During step ratio demand, the primary speed is fixed at 1000rpm, the
secondary clamping force is controlled at 1MPa.
Figure 6.7 depicts the good correlation between simulations and experi-
ments. The ratio starts from 1; then a shift down to a ratio equal to 0.6 is
followed by a shift up to a ratio 1.5 and finally finished down to a ratio equal
to 1 (Figure 6.7(a)).
Figure 6.7(b) shows the primary and the secondary pressures. During the
shift down, the primary pressure decreases, which disturbs the equilibrium
of the pulley forces and causing the variator to shift down. When the ratio
reaches the set value, the primary pressure is constant. The same behavior
is observed for up shifting, but this time the primary pressure rises. The
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secondary pressure remains constant in these experiments, but some pertur-
bations due to the ratio change can be observed (interactions, Section 5.2).
Figure 6.7(c) shows the primary and the secondary pulley flows. A negative
flow means that the flow is going out of the pulley, whereas a positive sign
means that the flow is going into the pulley. During down shifting, the primary
flow is transfered from the primary pulley to the secondary pulley which results
in a rising of the secondary flow. The opposite behavior can be seen during
up shifting.
6.3.2 Variator model
During the validation of the mechanical model of the variator (Section 5.8),
the variator is controlled using the strategy described in Chapter 7.
Figure 6.8 depicts experimental and simulation results for a constant speed
ratio rcvt = 0.5 during a change in torque. In general, simulations and exper-
iments give good correlations.
For a variation of the torque, the secondary clamping force strategy adapts
the set point of the secondary clamping force to avoid slip of the chain (Figure
6.8(b)). The standard secondary clamping force strategy is used (30% over
clamp). These changes of torque and secondary clamping force perturb the
speed ratio, the chain speed (Figure 6.8(a)), the primary and the secondary
slip as depict in Figure 6.8(c). The speed ratio controller reacts by modifying
the primary clamping force in order to keep the speed ratio constant (Figure
6.8(b)).
The simulation of the pulley radius (or pulley sheave displacement) may
slightly differ from the experiments and a small offset is present between the
experiment and the simulation of the chain speed (Figure 6.8(a)).
Section 6.2.2 discussed that in low ratio, the simulation of the primary
traction curve had a lower slope than the measured one. This observation
explains the offset between the simulation and the experiments for the primary
slip and also the dynamic differences for the primary and secondary slips
(Figure 6.8(c)). To account for these discrepancies, the traction curves can be
replaced by an approximation of the experimental data and very good results
are obtained as shown in Figure B.5. During this experiment, the secondary
clamping force and the primary movable pulley are constant while the load is
increasing. Slip rises with load until instability is reached.
6.4 Summary
A test bench with an electric motor, a variator with an involute chain,
a dynamo and a hydraulic system which two servo pumps were used for the
validation of the low and high level models, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respec-
tively. This test rig was supplemented by a displacement sensor to measure
the position of the primary movable pulley sheave and by a system to measure
the chain speed.
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(a) Measurement and simulation of the speed ratio dur-
ing a speed ratio step reference
(b) Primary and secondary pulley pressures during a
speed ratio step reference
(c) Primary and secondary pulley flow during a speed
ratio step reference
Figure 6.7: Validation of the geometrical ratio and hydraulic models
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(a) Speed ratio and chain speed
(b) Primary and secondary clamping force
(c) Primary and secondary slip
Figure 6.8: Validation of the variator model considering the slip of each pulley and the chain
dynamics during a torque disturbance
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In general, good correlations between the low model predictions and ex-
periments were observed. The prediction of the clamping force shows good
results, but a general offset between simulation results and experiments is ob-
served. The low model does not consider all the losses in the system as for
examples: bearing losses, losses due the miss-alignment or losses between each
part of the chain. Also pin bending is not considered. It is believed that
neglect of these effects is responsible for the observed differences. The pre-
dictions of the primary slip and traction coefficient for low ratio diverge from
the experiments. A more precise model of the traction coefficient is needed to
obtain better results. Also, the taction curve coefficient are strongly modified
by the clearance model between the pulleys and the shaft. Significant model
improvements are therefore required in order to predict the traction / slip
behaviors at the primary and secondary pulleys correctly.
The high level gives very good dynamic predictions for the hydraulic pres-
sure, the hydraulic flow, the chain speed, the clamping forces, the slip and
speed ratio. The absolute value of the primary slip diverges from the experi-
ments. The high level model is affected by the divergence of the traction curve
prediction from the low level model. If the real traction curves is used, the
high level model shows really good agreement with experimental data.
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Chapter 7
Variator control
The control of the CVT variator is important. For example, let’s consider
that the variator is in equilibrium. An increase of the resisting torque level
affects the equilibrium and the variator shifts down if the actual ratio of the
primary and the secondary clamping forces remains the same. The variator
stabilizes at a lower speed ratio. To keep the ratio constant, the primary
clamping force should increase. On the other hand, if secondary clamping
force is too small, macro-slip occurs and damages the variator. This chapter
describes a control strategy for the variator based on controlling the pulley
flows with a pole placement method and the pulley pressure with an input-
output feedback linearization.
The chapter is structured as follows. Firstly the state of the art is pre-
sented. Secondly, the actuator flow control is discussed followed by the pres-
sure control using a input-output feedback linearization. The fourth section
defines the speed ratio and the secondary clamping force control. Finally, the
last section gives some results obtained with the proposed controller.
7.1 State of the art
In current control strategies, the primary clamping force controls the speed
ratio while the secondary clamping force is set to avoid slip of the intermediate
element.
Abromeit & Wilkinson (1983) control the secondary clamping force with
the secondary pressure and control the speed ratio by controlling the oil flow
into the primary pulley. Wade (1984) controls the variator by controlling the
two pressures simultaneously. The primary pressure controller is augmented
by a ratio controller to achieve the desired ratio response. Spijker (1994) imple-
mented an adaptive control to control both the secondary clamping force and
the speed ratio. The latter is controlled through the velocity of the primary
sheave. Sato et al. (1996) control the secondary pressure with PI algorithm
synthesis and a feedforward. The secondary clamping force reference is set
to avoid slip of the belt. The primary pressure is directly controlled to ob-
tain the desired speed ratio. For both pressures, he implemented a PID law
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with feedforward. Kim et al. (1996) study the speed ratio control response
for sinusoidal input of the speed ratio in case of PID, LQG/LTR and fuzzy
control algorithms. PID and fuzzy controllers showed better responses than
LQG/LTR. The poor response of this last controller is explained by the fact
that the transfer functions obtained do not represent the system characteris-
tics accurately due to the inherent strong nonlinearities of the CVT system.
Kim et al. (1996) and Kim & Vachtsevanos (2000) introduce a fuzzy synthesis
to control the speed ratio. Additionally, Adachi et al. (1999) propose a robust
control, van der Laan & Luh (1999) use a feedback linearization with PID to
control the speed ratio and a PID for the secondary clamping force. Vroemen
et al. (2000) present a ratio control which includes a PI controller for the pri-
mary pressure set point, and a proportional action plus feedforward for the
secondary set point pressure.
7.2 Actuator flow control
The flow that enters or exists the two pulley volumes are two of the inputs
available to modify the pressure (5.8 in Section 5.4). The flow is considered to
be proportional to the servo motor speed (Section 5.3) and it is proposed to
use the shifting pump and the clamping pump to control directly the primary
flow Qp and the secondary flow Qs respectively (Figure 7.1(a)).
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(a) Servo pump hydraulic system without the variator
(b) Coupling between the shifting pump and
the clamping pump
Figure 7.1: Servo pump actuator interactions
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7.2.1 Control problem
With refer once to Section 5.3.1, the two servo pumps are controlled in
speed. The two signal Vp,set and Vs,set are the voltage to set the desired rotation
speed of the servo motors. If no leakage is considered, a change of the second
input Vs,set affects only the secondary flow Qs. A variation of the voltage
input Vp,set influences the shifting pump speed, influences the primary flow Qp
and finally disturbs the secondary flow (Figure 7.1(b)). This interaction is not
suitable and the system should be decoupled (first constraint).
The actuators have a certain dynamics. These dynamics can become a
disadvantage especially if the dynamics are slow compared to the entire system.
It can be of interest to increase the bandwidth of the two servo pumps in order
to obtain a response fast enough compared to the entire system and then the
actuator dynamics can be neglected (second constraint).
In order to fulfil these two constraints, a pole placement synthesis is pro-
posed.
7.2.2 Flow control design with pole placement
The pole placement method is a simple but powerful technique for solving
the control problem. The poles of the closed-loop system can be placed in
arbitrary locations using a constant linear combination of the state variables
(Vaccaro (1995), Chen (2004)).
The pole placement needs the knowledge of the states. With reference
to Section 5.3.2 the states are Xact =
[
Qp Q˙p Qps Q˙ps
]T . In a car,
flows are not measured; furthermore their time rates of change are difficult
to measure. An observer is needed to estimate them. Basically, the observer
is identical to the state-space model of the the servo-pump model (5.4). The
description of the observer is outlined of this section.
Figure 7.2 depicts the block diagram of the servo pump flow control. The
vectorUact =
[
Vp,set Vs,set
]T is the input voltage of the servo amplifier used
to set the rotation speed of the servo pumps; the vectorWact =
[
ωp,p ωp,s
]
is the measured rotation speed of the motors given by the servo amplifier (no
additional sensors are used); the vector Xact is the state vector, the output
vector Yact =
[
Qp Qs
]T consists of the primary and the secondary flows,
finally Yact,ref =
[
Qp,ref Qs,ref
]T is the reference vector for the primary
and secondary flows.
The placement of the closed-loop poles determines the two vector gains
L2 and l1 (Figure 7.2). The poles were chosen so that the dynamics of the
actuators are fast enough compared to the rest of the system.
Figure 7.3 shows the Bode diagram of each input to each output of the
servo pump actuators in open loop and flow control mode. As explained at the
begining of the section, the primary flow affects the secondary flow. This effect
is represented in the bode diagram open loop from Qp,ref to Qs (Figure 7.3,
lower left plot). As can be seen in the same Bode diagram, the pole placement
decouples the system and increases the bandwidth by almost a factor 10. With
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Figure 7.2: Bloc diagram of the servo pump flow control design with pole placement
Figure 7.3: Bode diagram of the flow control without flow control and with flow control
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this flow control algorithm the actuator dynamics are fast enough compared
to the entire system and can be neglected.
7.2.3 Design validation of the flow control
Figure 7.4 shows experimental response of the actuator flow control during
primary flow step excitation while the secondary flow reference is constant.
When the primary flow reference goes up, the shifting pump speed rises to
follow the reference and decreases the secondary flow due the coupling of
the system (Section 5.2.1). As the secondary flow reference is constant, the
clamping pump accelerates (Figure 7.4(b)) to keep the secondary flow at the
reference value and the system is decoupled. When the primary flow reference
is going down, the opposite effect explains the decrease of the motor rotational
speed.
The flow control presented in this section increases the bandwidth and de-
couples the actuators and so that because of its significantly higher dynamics,
can then be neglected. Now, the flow that enters or exits each pulley can be
considered as input to control the primary and the secondary pressure.
7.3 Pressure control
The correct control of the primary and the secondary pressures is impor-
tant. The primary pressure is used to control the speed ratio and the secondary
pressure gives a line pressure to avoid lip of the intermediate element.
7.3.1 Pressure control constraint
Refer to the actuator control presented in Section 7.2, the actuators are
neglected and the flow that enters or exists the two pulleysQx are considered as
the inputs of a new plant. The position and the velocity of the pulley sheaves,
zx and z˙x respectively, are considered as perturbations and the outputs are
the pulley pressures Px (Figure 7.5).
The pressure control should achieve a decoupling of pressures and pulley
sheaves positions/speeds; furthermore it should linearize the plant.
It is proposed to used an input-output feedback linearization to both lin-
earize the two pressures and to decouple the MIMO system. Then a linear
control is used to control the two pressures.
7.3.2 Input-Output feedback linearization design
The input-output feedback linearization (IOFL) consists in finding a direct
relation between the output and the control input. Each output is differenti-
ated until a direct relation is found (Slotine & Li (1991)). The input vector is
the primary and the secondary flow UCVT =
[
Qp Qs
]T , the state and the
output vectors are the two pulleys pressures XCVT = YCVT =
[
Pp Ps
]T .
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(a) Primary and secondary flows
(b) Shifting and clamping pump rotation speeds
Figure 7.4: Experimental data showing the decoupling of the primary and the secondary flows
during step response of the primary flow while the secondary flow reference is constant
Figure 7.5: Coupling of the pulley pressure with the pulley flow and the speed ratio
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The method is applied to both, the primary and the secondary pressures
Pp and Ps respectively. The first derivative of the output YCV T,x corresponds
to the pressure dynamics and a direct relation with the input UCV T,x = Qx
appears.
YCV T,x = Px
Y˙CV T,x = P˙x =
βe
Vx,0 +Axzx
Qx − Axz˙xβe
Vx,0 +Axzx
(7.1)
If the input Qx is chosen as the inverse of (7.1) then,
Qx =
Vx,0 +Axzs
βe
νx +Axz˙x (7.2)
where νx is an input to be specified. The resulting dynamics is linear.
P˙x = νx (7.3)
The control law for the primary and secondary pulleys (7.2) has two effects:
the decoupling and the linearization of the plant. The input to output relation
is equivalent to an integrator (Figure 7.6). The inputs ν1 and ν2 control
the two outputs, the primary pressure and the secondary pressure Pp and Ps
respectively.
Figure 7.6: With the input-output feedback linearization, the relation between the input and
the output becomes, theoretically, equivalent to an integrator and also decouples the plant
7.3.3 Pressure linear control design
The input-output feedback linearization defines a new MIMO system with
the input vector U =
[
ν1 ν2
]T and the two pulley pressures as outputs
Y =
[
Pp Ps
]T . The relation between the inputs and the outputs are linear
and theoretically, a proportional gain is sufficient and the input law νx can be
written
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νx = KPxP˜x,e (7.4)
with P˜x,e = Px,ref − Px the pressure error and KPx a strictly positive
constant. The resulting closed-loop dynamics become
˙˜Px,e +KPxP˜x,e = 0 (7.5)
When t → ∞, the tracking error P˜x,e → 0. Considering (7.2) and (7.4),
the actual pulley flow is given by the following nonlinear equation:
Qx =
vx,0 +Axzs
βe
KPxP˜x,e +Axz˙x (7.6)
The second term compensates the variation of the volume during shifting;
the first term is used to raise the pressure according to the desired linear
dynamics (7.5).
Figure 7.7 summarizes the control structure of the primary and the sec-
ondary pressure. Px,ref is the pressure reference and Px is the measured pres-
sure. If the model contains all the dynamics of the plant, a proportional gain
is sufficient to guaranty stability and good tracking. Usually, models are sim-
plified and modeling errors always exits. Therefore in practice, the control law
Cx should include an integral term.
Figure 7.7: Primary and secondary pressure control design with a feedback linearization and
linear control design
The pressure control defines a new MIMO system as shown in Figure 7.8.
The inputs are the primary and the secondary pulley reference pressures Pp,ref
and Ps,ref respectively, the output is the speed ratio rcvt.
Now the primary and the secondary pressures (or primary and secondary
clamping forces) can be correctly chosen to control the variator.
7.4 Ratio and secondary clamping force control
With the control law of the two pulley pressures presented in Section 7.3,
the two pressures are considered to be correctly controlled.
In usual CVT control, the control of the variator consists of controling the
speed ratio and setting the correct secondary clamping force to avoid slip of
the intermediate element (Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.8: The feedback linearization and the linear control of the pulley pressures define a
new plant
Figure 7.9: Speed ratio and secondary clamping force control design
7.4.1 Secondary clamping force control
The secondary clamping force depends on the speed ratio and on the pri-
mary torque. To avoid slip due to unknown perturbations, the intermediate
element is usually 30% over clamped. This over clamp is called safety factor
Sf . The secondary clamping force is usually given by:
Fs,ref =
cosβ
2µ0
Tp
Rp
Sf (7.7)
Where µ0 is the friction coefficient, Tp is the primary torque and Rp is the
primary radius that depends on the geometrical ratio. In a car, the primary
torque is not measured but estimated using the throttle angle and the engine
map. The primary radius is estimated using the speed ratio and the length of
the intermediate element (4.5).
7.4.2 Speed ratio control design
The speed ratio controller aims of controlling the speed ratio of the variator
with the primary clamping force. Despite the non-linearity of the plant, a PI
controller with feedforward is proposed.
Fp,ref =
(
Kp,Fp +
Ki,Fp
s
)
r˜cvt +KpKs (rcvt, Fs, Lf ) (7.8)
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where r˜cvt = rcvt,ref − rcvt is the error between the speed ratio reference
rcvt,ref and the measured speed ratio rcvt. The first term consist of a PI
controller, and the second term is a feedforward. This feedforward is defined
by the ratio of the primary and the secondary clamping force. It depends on
the speed ratio rcvt, on the secondary clamping force Fs and on the load factor
Lf . The load factor is defined by the primary torque Tp and the maximum
theoretical torque Tmax possible to transmit (Sf = 1).
Lf =
Tp
Tmax
(7.9)
Tmax =
2µ
cosβ
RpFs (7.10)
Figure 7.10 summarizes the speed ratio control law. The secondary clamp-
ing force Fs, the primary torque Tp and the secondary torque Ts are considered
as perturbations of the system.
Figure 7.10: Linear control design of the speed ratio
7.5 Validation of the variator control design
To prove the control concept, the controllers presented in the previous
sections were implemented in simulations and in a test bench
Figure 7.11 depicts experimental response of the speed ratio and pulley
pressure during step response of the speed ratio. The secondary clamping
force strategy is chosen to be constant to demonstrate the decoupling of the
plant i.e the secondary pressure is not perturbed by both the primary clamping
force and the speed ratio (Figure 7.11(b)). Also, in spite of the non-linearity
of the speed ratio, the system is stable over the all span of the CVT.
Figure 7.12 depicts the variations of the speed ratio against torque pertur-
bations. The secondary clamping force is set by the standard clamping force
strategy (7.7) with a safety factor Sf = 1.3 and the speed ratio is controlled
at 1 : 1. When the primary torque increases, the secondary clamping force
is adapted to avoid slip of the chain and the speed ratio has a tendency to
shift down. The speed ratio control has to raise the primary clamping force to
keep the speed ratio constant. In contrast, if the torque falls, the secondary
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(a) Experimentation of the speed ratio during step response
(b) Measured pressures during the speed ratio step response,
the secondary clamping force is maintain constant at 1 MPa
Figure 7.11: Speed ratio and pulley pressures during a step response of the speed ratio; the
secondary clamping force is maintain constant
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clamping force is decreased and the speed ratio has the tendencies to shift up.
The speed ratio controller then drops the primary clamping force to keep the
speed ratio constant.
Figure 7.12: Speed ratio robustness again torque perturbations, the speed ratio is maintain
constant at rcvt = 1
7.6 Summary
The variator control was presented in this chapter. The controller aims
at controlling the secondary clamping force to avoid slip of the intermediate
element and to control the speed ratio with the primary clamping force.
It was proposed to control the actuators (the two servo pumps) in flow
control. The clamping pump controls the secondary flow while the shifting
pump controls the flow of the primary pulley. The MIMO system defined by
the two servo pumps is coupled. It was suggested to decouple them and to
increase the bandwidth of the actuators with a pole placement law.
With the flow control, the actuator dynamics can be neglected and the
primary and the secondary pressures are directly controlled by the flow that
enters or exists the pulleys. Here also, the MIMO system is coupled and
furthermore non-linear. It was proposed to use an input-output feedback
linearization to both linearize the plant and decouple the plant. As the plant
is linear, a PI control is used to control the primary and the secondary pressure.
It was proposed to control the speed ratio with a PI law supplemented by
a feedforward. The secondary pressure reference was defined by the standard
clamping force strategy to avoid slip of the intermediate element. Despite
the non-linearity of the plant, the structure proposed to control speed ratio is
stable over whole speed range of the variator and rejects perturbations.
Chapter 8
Slip control
The variator control proposed in Chapter 7 uses a standard secondary
clamping force strategy i.e. the intermediate element is over clamped by a
minimum of 30%. As it was discussed previously in Section 2.4, the reduction
of the clamping forces is a solution to improve the efficiency of the variator.
To reduce the clamping forces with safety, slip should be controlled. The new
total slip synthesis introduced in Chapter 3 is now applied to slip control.
First of all, the state of the art is presented. Secondly, the slip control prob-
lems is defined and then two control syntheses are proposed: a PI controller
and a model reference adaptive control. Then the two controllers performances
are compared and discussed.
8.1 State of the art
The primary clamping force controls the speed ratio while the secondary
clamping force is adjusted to control the total slip of the variator.
The references about the slip control are limited. Pulles (2004) used a ro-
bust PI controller synthesis. Bonsen (2006) proposes a PI with gain scheduling.
He only takes the speed ratio dynamics into consideration. Simons et al. (2006)
improve the dynamics of the system by considering not only the speed ratio,
but also the geometrical ratio dynamics. They use a LQG (Linear-Quadratic-
Gaussian) feedback control synthesis to control slip. All the authors do control
the geometrical ratio instead of the speed ratio and estimate the geometrical
ratio through the measurement of the axial pulley sheave position (van der
Meulen (2006)).
8.2 Slip control problem
In contrast to the different authors in this investigation, the speed ratio is
controlled. The same controller that was described in the Chapter 7 is used
and it is assumed that the speed ratio is correctly controlled.
Based on the new total slip synthesis given in Section 3.2, the speed of
the pulleys ωx, the chain speed vch and the pulley radiuses Rx have to be
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measured to estimate slip. Figure 8.1 represents the synthesis of the control.
Figure 8.1: Bloc diagram of the slip and speed ratio control
The plant is nonlinear and the slip control should be stable for all the
working points of the variator; it has also to reject disturbances such as those
on the pulley torques and the speed ratio.
8.2.1 Slip control strategy
To improve the efficiency of the variator by slip control, the slip value that
determines the maximum efficiency should be defined. Refer to Section 3.5,
the peak value slightly depends on the pulley pressure and on the rotation
speed. On the other hand, the maximum value of the efficiency depends on
the speed ratio. The position of the peak efficiency could vary from a slip
value of 1.5% in UD to a value of 2.5% in OD. The efficiency as a function of
the slip is relatively flat around the peak efficiency. Therefore the same slip
reference value, chosen at 2%, can be used for the all working points without
affecting too much the efficiency.
8.2.2 Frequency response
The slip control is controlled by the secondary clamping force Fs. The
primary clamping force Fp and the pulley torques Tx are considered as dis-
turbances. At a certain working point, the state space model of the total slip
(5.33 - 5.37) can be transformed in the frequency domain to yield:
stot = Gs
Ns (s)
Ds (s)
Fs (8.1)
where Gs is the gain, Ns (s) is a function of degree p = 2 and Ds (s) is a
function of degree q = 3.
Figure 8.2(a) depicts the frequency response of the secondary clamping
force Fs to total slip stot for an input torque equal to Tp = 40Nm and a total
slip stot = 2%. Figure 8.2(b) shows the same frequency response for a speed
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(a) Plant transfer function for underdrive and overdrive, with
total slip stot = 2% and total input torque Tp = 40Nm
(b) Plant transfer function for different slip values, at ratio
1 : 1 and input torque Tp = 40Nm
Figure 8.2: Plant transfer function of the secondary clamping force Fs to total slip stot for
different working points
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ratio rcvt = 1, an input torque Tp = 40Nm and a total slip value of stot = 1%
and 2.5%.
Firstly a proportional-integrator (PI) is proposed. Secondly, to deal with
the time variation of the plant due to the friction coefficient variations (time,
temperature) a Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) is proposed.
8.3 Slip control with PI
With reference to the transfer function of the variator slip, (8.1), the fol-
lowing control law is proposed:
Fs =
(
Kp,Fs +
Ki,Fs
s
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
CsinF igure8.3
s˜tot + FF (8.2)
Where s˜tot = sref − stot is the slip error, the first term corresponds to the
PI law and the second term is a feedforward term (Figure 8.3). The idea of
the feedforward is to set the good secondary clamping force for a certain slip
reference at a certain speed ratio and input torque. Two approaches are pro-
posed for the feedforward: simple feedforward (SFF ), mapping feedforward,
(MFF ).
Figure 8.3: Bloc diagram for the PI law with feedforward to control slip
8.3.1 Simple feedforward design
The simple feedforward considers that the needed secondary clamping force
to obtain the desired slip is unknown. The standard secondary clamping force
strategy described in Section 7.4.1 is considered with a safety factor Sf equal
to one. This feedforward does not need the slip reference sref as input.
FF =
cosβ0
2µ0
Tp
Rp
(8.3)
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8.3.2 Mapping feedforward design
The single feedforward described in the previous section is a simple solution
but not optimum as it will be see in Section 8.5.4. To improve it, the mapping
feedforward is proposed. The idea is to have a mapping of the secondary
clamping force reference for different speed ratios, input torques and if needed
different slip references. This mapping could be either based on measured
data, or obtained by simulation. The low level model described in Chapter 4
can be used to obtain this mapping. To do this, an additional loop has to be
added by changing the secondary clamping force until the desired total slip is
obtained. In this case, the feedforward is a function of the slip reference sref ,
the speed ratio rcvt and the primary torque Tp.
FF = f (sref , rcvt, Tp) (8.4)
8.3.3 Bode diagram for the PI control
As indicated in Section 8.2.2, the plant is non-linear. In certain cases,
a gain scheduling is required to be able to stabilize the system for all the
working points. To simplify the controller synthesis, a PI controller without
gain scheduling is proposed. Figure 8.4 show the open loop frequency of the
variator at different working points. The working points in underdrive and
overdrive with an input torque Tp equal to 40Nm and a total slip stot of
2% are represented in Figure 8.4(a) whereas Figure 8.4(b) shows the working
points at a speed ratio 1 : 1, an input torque Tp equal to 40Nm and total slip
value stot equivalent to 1% and 2.5%.
The gain margin is equivalent to∞, the phase margin is higher than 30deg
these values justify the PI controller without gain scheduling from the stability
point of view. After simulations and tests on the test rig, it was proven that the
PI control without gain scheduling shows good stability and good perturbation
rejection capabilities (Section 8.5.2 to Section 8.5.4).
8.4 Slip control with model reference adaptive con-
trol
The basic idea of the adaptive control is to estimate the uncertain plant
parameters on-line based on the signals of the measurement system, and use
these estimated parameters in the control law (Sastry & Bodson (1989), Slotine
& Li (1991) Ioannou & Jun (1996)). The design of autopilots for aircraft
was motivation for research on adaptive control in the early 1950s. Aircraft
operate over different speed and altitudes, and their dynamics are nonlinear
and furthermore time varying. The nonlinear system can be controlled with a
feedback control structure on which adaptive control is based. The controller
structure consists of a feedback loop and a controller with adjustable gains as
shown in Figure 8.5.
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(a) Open loop transfer function for underdrive and overdrive,
with a total slip stot = 2% and an total input torque Tp =
40Nm
(b) Open loop transfer function for different slip values, at
ratio 1 : 1 and input torque Tp = 40Nm
Figure 8.4: Open loop transfer function from the slip reference sref to the total slip stot for
different working points
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Figure 8.5: Controller stucture with adjustable controller gains
Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is the main approach to adap-
tive control (Figure 8.6). It is composed of four parts: a plant with unknown
parameters, a reference model for specifying the desired output dynamics, a
feedback control law containing adjustable parameters and finally an adapta-
tion law for adjusting the parameters.
Figure 8.6: Direct model reference adaptive control
The plant is assumed to have a known structure with unknown parameters.
For linear plants, this means that the number of poles and zeros are assumed
to be known, but the locations are not. In the case of nonlinear plants, this
implies that the structure of the dynamic equations is known, but that some
parameters are not (Ioannou & Jun (1996)). A reference model is used to
specify the wanted response of the adaptive control system to the external
command. The controller is parameterized by a number of adjustable param-
eters. The controller should have perfect tracking capacity in order to allow
the possibility of tracking convergence. The controller parameters should make
the plant output identical to the reference model. When the parameters are
not known, the adaptation mechanism will adjust the controller parameters so
that perfect tracking is asymptotically achieved. The adaption law is used to
adjust the parameters in the control law. The objective of the adaptation is
to make the tracking error converge to zero. The adaptation law has to guar-
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antee that the control system remains stable and the tracking error converges
to zero as the parameters are varied.
An adaptive control of a linear system with output feedback will be con-
sidered for the slip control with adaptive control i.e. only output measurement
is used. The linear time-invariant system can be represented by the transfer
function
W (s) = kp
N (s)
D (s)
(8.5)
where
D (s) = a0 + a1s+ ...+ aq−1sq−1 + sq (8.6)
N (s) = b0 + b1s+ ...+ bp−1sp−1 + sp (8.7)
The relative degree n? of the system is n? = q − p. The coefficient ai,
bj (i = 0, 1, ..., q − 1; j = 0, 1, ..., p − 1) and the gain kp are assumed to be
unknown.
The objective of the design is to determine a control law, and an associated
adaptation law, so that the plant output yp approaches asymptotically the
plant reference output ym. The output yp is considered to be measured, but no
differentiation of the output is allowed 1. To achieve this design the following
assumptions should be satisfied by the plant:
• The plant order q is known
• The relative degree q − p is known
• The sign of the gain kp is known
• The plant is minimum-phase 2
With reference to the slip transfer function for different working points,
(8.1), the degree of the numerator p = 2, the degree of the denominator q = 3,
the relative degree n? = 1, the gain kp is strictly negative, kp < 0, furthermore,
the plant is minimum-phase. The slip plant satisfies the assumption and the
MRAC could be used.
8.4.1 Slip control with MRAC
Sastry & Bodson (1989), Slotine & Li (1991), Ioannou & Jun (1996) give
a control and adaptive law for linear systems with relative degree one n? = 1.
This algorithm will be applied to the slip control.
1To avoid the noise amplifications associated with numerical differentiation
2The minimum-phase plant requires that the transfer function has no zeros in the right
half-plane of the complex plane
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Let’s define the desired performance of the plant by the following reference
model
sm =
1
s+ am
sref (8.8)
where am can be chosen arbitrarily but should be positive to guarantee
stability. The control law is designed as (Figure 8.7)
ω˙1 = Fω1 + gFs, ω1 (0) = 0 (8.9)
ω˙2 = Fω2 + gstot, ω2 (0) = 0 (8.10)
Fs = θˆ1ω1 + θˆ2ω2 + θˆ3stot + θˆ4sref + FF (8.11)
Figure 8.7: Bloc diagram of the slip control with a direct model reference adaptive control
with feedforward
where F and g are constants, FF is the SFF (Section 8.3.1) or the MFF
(Section 8.3.2). The adaptive law is given by:
˙ˆ
θ = −Γe˜sω, θ(0) = θ0 (8.12)
where e˜s = stot − sm is the difference between the plant and the model
reference, θˆ =
[
θˆ1 θˆ2 θˆ3 θˆ4
]T
and ω =
[
ω1 ω2 stot sref
]T . We can
be choose Γ = diag (γi) , γi > 0 and one obtains the adaptive law
˙ˆ
θi = −γie˜sωi, i = 1, ..., 4 (8.13)
The defined MRAC was implemented in simulations and in the test rig.
The performances of the two controllers (PI and MRAC) are discussed in the
next section.
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8.5 Slip control performances
Evaluation of the performances of the slip control consists at first of com-
paring the efficiency of the slip control with the standard clamping force strat-
egy with an over clamping of 30%. Then, we observe the slip control perfor-
mances during step response of the torque and the speed ratio.
8.5.1 Efficiency gain
Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 show the variator efficiency at different speed
ratios and input torques with the standard clamping force strategy and the slip
control at 2%. For low torques, the slip control does not show an efficiency
improvement. The lower clamping force or hydraulic pressure is limited by
the hydraulic system and the slip value of 2% cannot be achieved. In general,
the slip control increases the efficiency by more than 2%. These experiments
consider only the mechanical efficiency. Also, the clamping forces are reduced
by about 30% or even more (Figure B.6 and Figure B.7). This reduction of
clamping forces will also have an influence on the hydraulic efficiency and the
reduction of power of the hydraulic pump or the servo pumps is also possible.
8.5.2 Torque perturbations
During these experiments, the speed ratio is constant while the load changes.
The performances of these experiments are limited by the bandwidth of the
load disturbances.
These experiments were performed with the PI and the MRAC control law
with simple feedforward and mapping feedforward for a speed ratio rcvt = 1
and a slip reference sref = 2% (Figure 8.10). The upper plot represents the
load torque or the secondary torque, the middle plot depicts the speed ratio,
the lower left plot shows the slip with the PI controller and the lower right
plot represents the slip with the MRAC controller. During the load changes,
the slip is perturbed and the slip control should adapt the secondary clamping
force to keep the slip constant. The speed ratio is also perturbed and the
control should react by changing the primary clamping force.
The two lower plots of Figure 8.10 show the slip for the PI (with SFF
and MFF) controller and the MRAC (with SFF and MFF) controller. During
load change, all the controllers show some slip perturbation but the controllers
are stable. It can be observed that the peak is lower for PI and MRAC with
mapping feedforward. The feedforward improves the system performance by
anticipating and precompensating for errors. It is an open-loop anticipation
of commands needed to attain a specified output. As the MFF sets the de-
sired clamping force, the performances are improved compare to the SFF. The
MRAC with MFF shows the same or slightly better performances compared
to the PI with MFF. It was shown that the system is non-linear (Section 8.5.4)
and the PI controller was designed for only one working point to avoid gain
scheduling. Therefore, the performances of the PI controller are changing with
the working point. In the case of the MRAC, the parameters of the control
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(a) Variator efficiency for a speed ratio equal to 0.5
(b) Variator efficiency for a speed ratio equal to 1.0
Figure 8.8: Comparison of the variator efficiency for the standard secondary clamping force
strategy and for the slip control at 2 % for underdrive and ratio 1:1 and for different input
torques
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(a) Variator efficiency for a speed ratio equal to 1.5
(b) Variator efficiency for a speed ratio equal to 2.0
Figure 8.9: Comparison of the variator efficiency for the standard secondary clamping force
strategy and the slip control at 2 % for speed ratio 1.5 and overdrive and for different input
torque
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law are always modified by the adaptive law to follow the reference model and
thus can increase the performances of the controller.
Figure 8.10: Robustness of the slip and speed ratio control during torque pertubations at ratio
1 : 1 and total slip stot = 2%
8.5.3 Speed ratio perturbations
The primary clamping force controls the speed ratio, but it is considered
a perturbation for slip control. During shifting, radial slip due to shifting is
added to the tangential slip. In the slip synthesis proposed either in this work
or by different authors, only tangential slip is considered. The slip during
shifting should be studied in more details (this topic is outside the scope of
this thesis).
Figure 8.11 depicts an example of experiments during shifting. The same
experiments were performed with the PI and MRAC controllers with both
SFF and MFF. The primary torque is constant at 40Nm. The total slip stot is
controlled at 2%. The performances achieved in these experiments are limited
by the bandwidth of the speed ratio.
The change of the ratio destabilizes the equilibrium and perturbs the slip.
The slip control reacts to keep the reference slip value. All the controllers
are stable over the whole span of the variator. Feedforward does not seem
to play an important role in the slip performances during the shifting of the
variator. The MRAC controller shows better performances compared to the PI
controller. The PI controller was designed for only one working point and the
performances are lost due to the non linearity of the system. The parameters
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of the MRAC are always modified and then increase the slip performances
compare to the PI controller. If better performances are needed with a PI
controller, a gain scheduling approach is recommended.
Figure 8.11: Robustness of the slip control during speed ratio perturbations with an input
torque maintained at 40 Nm
8.5.4 Frequency response
Slip is non-linear and it is an interest to see the response of the different
controller laws for different slip references while the primary torque and the
speed ratio are constant. A sinus is chosen as the slip reference. Figure
8.12 and Figure 8.13 show the experiments for ”low” frequency (0.06Hz) and
”high” frequency (2Hz) respectively.
Already at ”low” frequency (Figure 8.12), the PI with SFF does not show
good results. Section 2.4.1 discussed that for small values of slip, high varia-
tions of the secondary clamping force are needed to change slip. In contrast,
for high slip values, small secondary clamping force variations are needed. The
PI controller was designed for a slip reference equal to 2%. Also, Section 8.3.3
depicts that PI control bandwith is smaller with a slip value of 1% than 2.5%.
To be able to keep the same performance for different slip values, gain schedul-
ing is needed. In line with these remarks, the PI with MFF or the MRAC
shows good results.
If the frequency of the reference signal is increased (Figure 8.13), the two
controllers laws PI and MRAC with SFF do not show good results. The two
controllers with MFF can follow the reference with a difference of phase. In
the case of the SFF, the needed clamping force is considered to be unknown
and the standard secondary clamping force with a safety factor equal to one
is used as feedforward (Section 8.3.1), the feedforward is constant and is not
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optimum for this case. On the contrary, the MFF changes with the reference
slip. In this case the needed secondary clamping force is known for any speed
ratio, any input torque and any slip reference.
Figure 8.12: Robustness of the slip control during sinus slip reference at a frequency f =
0.06Hz
Figure 8.13: Robustness of the slip control during sinus slip reference at a frequency f = 2Hz
Let’s assume that the plant is linear (Figure 8.14). If the feedforward is
optimum, the PI controller rejects the perturbations and the PI work is small,
i.e: the output of the PI FPI is small compared to the feedforward output
FFF . The total slip stot is equal in amplitude and phase to the reference slip
sref . Due to modeling errors, the feedforward is not optimum and the PI is
strongly solicited to maintain at zero the error between the reference slip sref
and the measured total slip stot. The output signal of the PI FPI perturbs the
plant and a phase difference, due to the closed loop, can be observed.
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Figure 8.14: Bloc diagram for the PI slip control with feedforward. The CVT plant is con-
sidered to be linear
8.6 MRAC parameters
The parameters θˆi of the MRAC control (8.9) to (8.11) are always modified
to minimize the error between the model reference and the real measured value.
As discussed in Section 8.2.2, the system is non-linear and the parameters will
vary as a function of the working point.
The next two figures depict the parameter estimation θˆi of the MRAC at
different working points: Figure 8.15 displays these parameters during ratio
change, while the input torque Tp and the total slip stot are constant at 40Nm
and 2% respectively, Figure 8.16 represents the parameters during torque dis-
turbance when the speed ratio rcvt is maintained constant at 1 : 1 and the
total slip stot start from 1% and rises to 2%.
The two parameters θˆ3 and θˆ4 seem to be correlated together and drift as
shown in Figure 8.16. Based on (8.11), the parameter θˆ3 is associated with
the total slip stot and the parameter θˆ4 with the slip reference rref . If the
slip control fulfills it’s function, the slip reference is equal to the total slip
sref = stot. It can be concluded that the parameters estimation law (8.11)
optimizes more parameters than needed. Thus, a new law is proposed by
fixing the parameter θˆ4 at 1.
ω˙1 = Fω1 + gFs, ω1 (0) = 0 (8.14)
ω˙2 = Fω2 + gstot, ω2 (0) = 0 (8.15)
Fs = θˆ1ω1 + θˆ2ω2 + θˆ3stot + sref + FF (8.16)
8.7 Summary
Slip control consists of controlling the slip of the variator using the sec-
ondary clamping force, while the primary clamping force controls the speed
ratio by keeping the force balance between the primary and the secondary
pulley for a constant speed ratio or by changing this equilibrium for shifting.
The slip of each pulley is estimated by the pulley rotation speed, the chain
speed and the pulley radiuses. The slip of each pulley is then added to de-
termine the total slip of the variator. The PI is the simplest controller and
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Figure 8.15: MRAC parameters during speed ratio change with a primary input torque control
at 40Nm
Figure 8.16: MRAC parameters during torque and slip perturbations, the speed ratio is con-
trolled at 2%
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can shown good performances but it neglects the plant non-linearity and time
dependence. The friction coefficient or the traction curve can also be time
varying. To deal with this time dependence, a model reference adaptive con-
trol (MRAC) was proposed.
For both PI synthesis and MRAC synthesis, two different feedforward
schemes were used and discussed: the single feedforward (SFF) and the map-
ping feedforward (MFF). The SFF considers that the secondary clamping force
needed is unknown and the standard clamping force strategy with a safety fac-
tor equal to 1 is used. The MFF considers that the needed clamping force is
known and depends on the reference slip, the speed ratio and the load factor.
Even with the non-linearity of the plant, a simple PI controller without
gain scheduling and the SFF guarantee the stability of the system; however
it was shown that the performances are different especially for different slip
reference values. The achievements of the PI controller with SFF are imporved
by using the MFF.
The MRAC controller with SFF showed better performances compared
to the PI controller with SFF, but it still does not satisfy for reference slip
variation, especially at ”high” frequency. As for the PI controller, the MRAC
performances are good with the MFF.
The performances of the controllers were tested for different configuration:
torque perturbations, ratio speed perturbations and reference slip changes.
The MRAC synthesis, especially with MFF shows the best performances. The
parameters are modified, with time and working point, to follow the model
reference. The model reference control is an attractive solution.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and
recommendations
Today’s car makers have to find new technologies to be able to reach the
restriction of gas emissions. Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) or continuously
variable transmission (CVT) are some solutions.
The CVT for the use in automotive powertrains is motivated by the added
ability of optimizing the engine operation point. This ability means that for
the same power, the engine of a vehicle containing a CVT can operate at lower
regime. A significant reduction in fuel consumption can then be achieved. Fur-
ther improvements are still required, notably the fuel consumption reduction
obtained by the improvement of the CVT efficiency. The control of the slip is
one of the solution to improve the efficiency of the variator by decreasing the
clamping forces. Some works on the VDT-Belt demonstrated the advantages
of the slip control compare to the standard clamping force strategy.
This thesis also focused on the slip control and the contributions were:
• Introducing of a new slip synthesis by measuring the two pulley speeds
and the intermediate element speed. This definition can be used for
every type of CVT or IVT
• This new synthesis introduces an additional dynamics i.e. the interme-
diate element dynamics. A more precise dynamics model is obtain and
the controller performances can be increased
• An others originality is to increase the bandwidth of the actuators to
neglect them. This were simplified the plant modeling and the control
of the variator
• Another originality is to propose a theoretical approach of the CVT
modeling and controlling the slip with a model reference adaptive control
(MRAC). This controller deals with the unknown parameters of the plant
and the modeling errors
This new slip synthesis and the theoretical approach for CVT control were
applied to the involute chain using two servo-pumps to generate the needed
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pressure. By measuring the two pulley speeds and the chain speed, a slip
on each pulley was defined to estimate the total slip of the variator. The
new synthesis was applied to the total slip control at 2%. The efficiency of the
variator was increased by more than 2% and the clamping force were decreased
by more than 30% compare to the standard clamping force strategy.
To control the slip, a MRAC law was proposed. The idea of the MRAC is
to estimate the uncertain plant parameters on-lined based on the measurement
system signals and use these estimated parameters in the control law to follow a
model reference. The plant is assumed to have known structure with unknown
parameters. The known structure implicates that modeling should be needed
to known it.
A high level model was developed to describe the dynamic of the servo-
pump system, the pressure, the shifting model, the mechanical model. It was
found experimentally that the flow out of the servo-pump can be estimated
by a second order transfer function. The mechanical model considered the
two pulleys and the chain as free bodies and therefore includes the chain
dynamics. This model needs the primary and secondary clamping force ratio,
traction curves. For this purpose, a more details model was presented.
This low level model take into account the elastic deformations of the
pulleys, the clearance between pulley sheaves and shaft, the pin compression
and the deformation of the contact point between the chain and the pulley
sheaves. Indeed, the contact point deformation can be same order than the
pulley sheave. Based on the elastic deformations and the force equilibrium, a
complete matrix of the CVT characteristics is then available i.e. axial forces,
pulley torques, traction curves and slip.
The results of the low and high level are then used to control the variator.
One of the originality was to use the pole placement to control the actuator
in flow i.e. control the flow that enters or exists the pulley. It was possi-
ble to increase the bandwidth and neglect the actuators dynamics. The two
pulley pressures are linearized and decoupled with an input-output feedback
linearization. Then the primary clamping force is used to control the speed
ratio and the secondary pressure to avoid the slip of the chain or to control
the slip.
To control the slip, a proportional-integrator law and a model reference
adaptive control (MRAC) with a feedforward were simulated and implemented
in a test rig. Two feedforward were proposed: a simple feedforward (SFF)
and a mapping feedfward (MFF). SFF considered that the needed secondary
clamping force is unknown and the standard secondary clamping force strategy
is used with a safety factor of one. MFF considered that the needed clamping
force is known for a certain slip reference, a certain speed ratio and load factor.
Because the MFF known at priory the needed clamping force, it increases the
performances of the slip control compare to the SFF. Finally, the greatest
advantage of the MRAC, compare to the PI, is that it can deal with the
change of the plant dynamic during the time and deals with the modeling
errors.
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9.1 Recommendations
For further researches, some suggestions are outlined to extend the knowl-
edge gained in this dissertation.
Friction coefficient of the chain is not well known. Different parameters
can affect it, but the most important is the life time i.e. wear. Further
research is needed to study the friction coefficient during the life time
and see how it changes the transfer function.
Durability test of the variator under slip control were not performed in this
work. It will be of interest to know how the life time of the pulley
sheaves and the chain evolve under slip control. As it is expected that
the friction coefficient will changed with time, the durability test will
also inform about the PI or MRAC stability and performances.
Angular position sensor instead of the position sensor to measured the
pulley radius. The speed chain measurement system had a certain an-
gular position dependence on the geometrical ratio. By measuring this
angular position instead of the primary pulley position, the geometrical
ratio could be measured and a reduction of cost achieved.
Chain forces measurements could be of interest for the model validation.
This measurement can be effected by transforming the link’s elongation
in force. It is not a direct measurement and a calibration is needed. A
data logger could be useful to take the measurements during service.
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Appendix A
Differential equations of the
pulley slip
A.1 Primary slip
The primary slip sp is given by:
sp = 1− vch
ωpRp
(A.1)
By means of a logarithmic derivation with respect to time it follows
ω˙p
ωp
+
R˙p
Rp
+
s˙p
sp
=
ωpR˙p + ω˙pRp
ωpRp − vch −
v˙ch
ωpRp − vch (A.2)
The primary radius can be approximated by a third order function depends
on the geometrical ratio:
Rp = aRpr
3
cvt,g + bRpr
2
cvt,g + cRprcvt,g + dRp (A.3)
The time derivate of this equation becomes:
R˙p =
dRp
dt
=
∂Rp
∂rcvt,g
drcvt,g
dt
=
∂Rp
∂rcvt,g
r˙cvtg = ∂fRp r˙cvt,g (A.4)
Rearranging the terms and considering (A.4), (A.2) can be written as
follow:
s˙p
sp
=
(
Rp
ωpRp − vch −
1
ωp
)
ω˙p − 1
ωpRp − vch v˙ch
+
(
ωp
ωpRp − vch −
1
Rp
)
∂fRp r˙cvt,g (A.5)
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From (A.1):
ωpRp − vch
Rp
= ωpsp (A.6)
ωpRp − vch = ωpRpsp (A.7)
ωpRp − vch
ωp
= Rpsp (A.8)
Considering these three equations, (A.5) can be simplified:
s˙p =
1− sp
ωp
ω˙p − sp
ωpRp − vch v˙ch +
1− sp
Rp
∂fRp r˙cvt,g (A.9)
Finally, considering the primary pulley and the chain speed dynamics
(5.21) and (5.23) respectively, the transient behavior of the variator (5.9),
(A.9) becomes
s˙p =
1− sp
ωp
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µp (sp)cosβ RpFp
)
− sp
ωpRp − vch
1
Mch
(
2µp (sp)
cosβ
Fp − 2µs (ss)cosβ Fs
)
1− sp
Rp (rcvt,g)
∂fRpG (rcvt,g)
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(A.10)
A.2 Secondary slip
The secondary slip ss is given by:
ss =
vch
ωsRs
− 1 (A.11)
By means of a logarithmic derivation with respect to time it follows
ω˙s
ωs
+
R˙s
Rs
+
s˙s
ss
=
v˙ch
vch − ωsRs −
ωsR˙s + ω˙sRs
vch − ωsRs (A.12)
The secondary radius can be approximated by a third order function de-
pends on the geometrical ratio:
Rs = aRsr
3
cvt,g + bRsr
2
cvt,g + cRsrcvt,g + dRs (A.13)
The time derivate of this equation becomes:
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R˙s =
dRs
dt
=
∂Rs
∂rcvt,g
drcvt,g
dt
=
∂Rs
∂rcvt,g
r˙cvtg = ∂fRs r˙cvt,g (A.14)
Rearranging the terms and considering (A.14), (A.12) can be written as
follow:
s˙s
ss
=
1
vch − ωsRs v˙ch −
(
Rs
vch − ωsRs +
1
ωs
)
ω˙s
−
(
ωs
vch − ωsRs +
1
Rs
)
R˙s (A.15)
From (A.11):
ωsRsss = vch − ωsRs (A.16)
ωsss =
vch − ωsRs
Rs
(A.17)
Rsss =
vch − ωsRs
ωs
(A.18)
(A.19)
Considering these three equations, (A.15) can be simplified:
s˙s = −1 + ss
ωs
ω˙s +
ss
ωsRs − vch v˙ch −
1 + ss
Rs
∂fRs r˙cvt,g (A.20)
Finally, considering the primary pulley and the chain speed dynamics
(5.22) and (5.23) respectively, the transient behavior of the variator (5.9),
(A.20) becomes
s˙s = −1 + ss
ωs
1
Js
(
2µs (ss)
cosβ
RsFs − Ts
)
+
ss
vch − ωsRs
1
Mch
(
2µp (sp)
cosβ
Fp − 2µs (ss)cosβ Fs
)
− 1 + ss
Rs (rcvt,g)
∂fRsG (rcvt,g)
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(A.21)
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Appendix B
Other figures
This appendix contains additional figures
B.1 Traction coefficient
Different experimental results for the primary and secondary traction curves
are shown in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 as a function of slip in underdrive,
respectively overdrive ratio, for different secondary clamping forces. Figure
B.3 represents the primary and secondary traction coefficient as a function of
slip for different primary speeds in underdrive ratio.
B.2 Pulley radiuses and traction coefficients
This section shows the pulley radiuses and traction coefficients for different
working points and for different slip values. Figure B.4(a) and Figure B.4(b)
depict the primary and the secondary pulley radius, the primary and secondary
traction coefficient in underdrive and ratio 1:1 respectively.
B.3 Experiments and simulation
Figure B.5 show experimental data and simulations comparison when the
load is increasing, the secondary clamping force and geometrical ratio are
constant. For this simulation, an estimation of the measured primary and
secondary traction coefficient are used.
B.4 Clamping force comparison
This section shows the measurement of the primary and secondary clamp-
ing forces during standard clamping force strategy and during a slip control
at 2%. With this slip control, the clamping forces are reduce by more than
30%. The minimum pressure is limited and for low torque, the clamping force
improvement is small.
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(a) Primary traction coefficient
(b) Secondary traction coefficient
Figure B.1: Primary (a) and secondary (b) traction coefficients as a function of slip for
different secondary clamping forces in underdrive ratio
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(a) Primary traction coefficient
(b) Secondary traction coefficient
Figure B.2: Primary (a) and secondary (b) traction coefficients as a function of slip for
different secondary clamping forces in overdrive ratio
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(a) Primary traction coefficient
(b) Secondary traction traction
Figure B.3: Primary (a) and secondary (b) traction coefficient as a function of slip for
different primary speeds in underdrive ratio
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(a) Pulley radius and traction coefficient in underdrive
(b) Pulley radius and traction coefficient in ratio 1:1
Figure B.4: Pulley radiuses and traction coefficient in underdrive and middle ratio for dif-
ferent values of slip with an input torque equal at 30Nm
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(c) Primary and secondary slip
Figure B.5: Comparison between experiments and simulation during slip mesurement
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(a) Underdrive ratio
(b) Ratio 1:1
Figure B.6: Comparison of the primary and the secondary clamping force between the stan-
dard secondary clamping force strategy and the slip control at 2% for underdrive and ratio
1:1 and for different input torque
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(a) Speed ratio equal at 1.5
(b) Over drive ratio
Figure B.7: Comparison of the primary and the secondary clamping force between the stan-
dard secondary clamping force strategy and the slip control at 2% for ratio 1.5 and overdrive
and for different input torque
Appendix C
Pulley deformation
comparison
This appendix compares the Sattler model (Sattler (1999)) with the model
described in Section 4.4.
C.1 Sattler model
Sattler uses trigonometric relations to describe the variation of the pulley
half angle β and the axial displacement of the pulley Ddef due to elastic
deformations.
β = β0 +
∆
2
sin
(
θ − θc + pi2
)
(C.1)
Ddef = 2R0 tan (β − β0) (C.2)
Where β0 is the non deformed pulley half angle, θc is the center wedge ex-
pansion, R0 is the non deformed pulley radius and ∆ is a parameter equivalent
to the pulley stiffness. ∆ is a parameter that depends on the pulley radius
and clamping force (Sferra et al. (2002)). Using the same geometry as that
depicted in Figure 4.10, the deformed pulley radius r is given by
r = R0
tanβ0
tanβ
− Ddef
2 tanβ
(C.3)
C.2 Deformation comparison
Figure C.1 and Figure C.2 compare the deformation of the pulley radius
of the primary and secondary pulleys estimated with the Sattler model and
the model developed in this work for different ratio. Some differences can be
seen between the two models and justify the development of the new model.
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(a) Primary pulley radius deformation in underdrive ra-
tio
(b) Primary pulley radius deformation in middle ratio
(c) Primary pulley radius deformation in ratio overdrive
ratio
Figure C.1: Primary pulley radius deformations for different ratio. Comparison between the
Sattler model and the new model
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(a) Secondary pulley radius deformation in underdrive
ratio
(b) Secondary pulley radius deformation in 1:1 ratio
(c) Secondary pulley radius deformation in overdrive ra-
tio
Figure C.2: Secondary pulley radius deformations for different ratio. Comparison between
the Sattler model and the new model
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Appendix D
Servo pump: detailed model
This appendix gives a detailed model of the servo pump. This model could
be used for more studies of the servo pump system.
The servo pump is basically composed of two sub-systems: a servo motor
and a pump (Figure D.1). In this work, an external gear pump is used.
A electric signal Vm is supplied to the motor to drive it. The servo motor
and the pump rotate at the same speed ωm. The pump generates an output
flow Qo. If no leakage is considered, the input flow Qi is equal at the output
flow Qo. Through the hydraulic circuit, a pressure Po is generated. The output
pressure is higher or smaller than the input pressure Pi and generates a load
on the motor.
Figure D.1: Servo motor and hydraulic pump that constitute the servo pump
D.1 Motor model
A brushless DC motor with permanent magnets is utilized to drive the
hydraulic pump. Brushless DC motors are typically characterized by a trape-
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zoidal back electromotive force 1 (EMF) and are typically driven by rectangu-
lar current pulses. PM synchronous motors differ from brushless DC motors
in that they typically have a sinusoidal back EMF and are driven by sinusoidal
currents.
The motor can be modeled in details by considering the mechanical design,
the inductance, the losses etc.. (Ohm (1997), Wallmark (2002), Hanselman
(2003)). This kind of models are useful for the motor design. The motor model
used in the servo pump is needed for control purpose only and a simpler model
is appropriate.
Figure D.2 depicts the electric circuit of the armature and the free body
diagram of the rotor (Longchamp (1995)).
(a) Electric model of the servo motor (b) Free body diagram of the
servo motor rotor and hydraulic
pump
Figure D.2: Electric circuit of the servo motor armature and the free body diagram of the
rotor
Where Im is the moment of inertia of the rotor and the hydraulic pump
2, k is the electromotive force or constant of the motor, Rm is the terminal
resistance phase to phase, Lm is the terminal inductance phase to phase, ωm
is the rotation speed, Vm is the source voltage, Tm is the motor torque and Tl
is the load applied to the motor.
The motor torque Tm is related to the armature current i by the constant
of the motor k. The back electromotrice force e is related to the rotational
velocity by the following equations :
Tm = ki (D.1)
e = kωm (D.2)
From Figure D.2, the following equations based on Newton’s law for the
mechanical model and Kirchoff’s law for the electric model.
1Force which produces, or tends to produce, electricity, or and electric current
2The rotor and the hydraulic pump can be considered as one element
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Imω˙m = Tm − Ti (D.3)
Um = Rmi− Lm di
dt
+ e (D.4)
Using (D.1) and (D.2), the under equations yields:
Imω˙m = ki− Tl (D.5)
Um = Rmi− Lm di
dt
+ kωm (D.6)
The torque load comes from the difference pressure at the output and the
input of the pump. The pump used in this work is an external gear pump
D.2 Pump model
The gear pump have just two moving parts. Each gear move at constant
speed and experience a uniform force. Internal construction, shown in Figure
D.3, consists of just two close meshing gear wheels which rotate as shown.
Figure D.3: Internal design of a gear pump (Merritt (2001))
As the teeth come out of mesh at the center, a partial vacuum is formed
which draws fluid into the inlet chamber. Fluid is trapped between the outer
teeth and the pump housing, causing a continual transfer of fluid from inlet
chamber to outlet chamber where it is discharged to the system.
Pump displacement is determined by the volume of fluid between each pair
of teeth, the number of teeth and the rotation speed.
D.2.1 Hydraulic model
An ideal pump is defined as having no power losses due the friction and
leakage (Merritt (2001)). The mechanical power output is
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hp |out = Tlθ˙gp (D.7)
where Tl is torque generated by the motor and delivered to the load, θ˙gp ,
the gear speed. The hydraulic power supplied to the pump is
hp |out = PlQl
(P2 − P1)Ql (D.8)
where Pl is the pressure difference across the pump, Ql is the flow through
the pump. Because no power losses is assumed, these expressions can be
equated to yield
Tl =
Ql
θ˙gp
Pl (D.9)
The volumetric displacement of the pump Dm is defined by:
Dm =
Ql
θ˙gp
(D.10)
Combining the equations, the torque load yields:
Tl = DmPl
Dm (Po − Pi) (D.11)
(D.10) and (D.11) are the fundamental relations for an ideal pump. Only
one parameter, Dm is required to define the ideal pump, and this quantity is
also the single most important parameter for practical machines.
Appendix E
Standard slip
The standard slip synthesis ssd described in Section 3.4.1 is given by:
ssd = 1− rcvt
rcvt,g
(E.1)
where rcvt is the speed ratio and rcvt,g is the geometrical ratio of the vari-
ator.
The derivate with respect to time of the slip ssd yield to:
s˙sd =
rcvtr˙cvt,g − r˙cvtrcvt,g
r2cvt,g
(E.2)
Rearranging the terms it follows:
s˙sd =
1− ssd
rcvt,g
r˙cvt,g − 1
rcvt,g
r˙cvt (E.3)
The speed ratio rcvt and its derivate with respect to time r˙cvt are given by
rcvt =
ωs
ωp
(E.4)
r˙cvt =
1
ωp
ω˙s − rcvt
ωp
ω˙p (E.5)
The geometrical ratio rcvt,g and its derivative with respect to time r˙cvt,g
yield to
rcvt,g =
Rp
Rs
(E.6)
r˙cvt,g =
1
Rs
R˙p − rcvt,g
Rs
R˙s (E.7)
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Introducing (E.4) to (E.7) into (E.2), the differential equation of the slip
become:
s˙sd =
1− ssd
ωp
ω˙p − 1− ssd
ωs
ω˙s +
1− ssd
Rp
R˙p − 1− ssd
Rs
R˙s (E.8)
The two first terms are the contribution of the primary and the secondary
pulley dynamics, the two last terms are the contribution of the geometrical
ratio dynamics.
Appendix F
Linearization
The model of the variator dynamic was derived in Chapter 5 and is sum-
marized here after:
ω˙p =
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µpcosβ0RpFp
)
(F.1)
ω˙s =
1
Js
(
2µs
cosβ0
RsFs − Ts
)
(F.2)
r˙cvt,g = ωpG (rcvt,g)
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(F.3)
s˙p =
1− sp
ωp
1
Jp
(
Tp − 2µpcosβ0RpFp
)
− 1
ωpRp
1
Mch
(
2µp
cosβ0
Fp − 2µscosβ0Fs
)
+
1− sp
Rp
dRp
drcvt,g
ωpG (rcvt,g)
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(F.4)
s˙s = −1 + ss
ωs
1
Js
(
2µs
cosβ0
RsFs − Ts
)
+
1
ωsRs
1
Mch
(
2µp
cosβ0
Fp − 2µscosβ0Fs
)
−1− ss
Rs
dRs
drcvt,g
ωpG (rcvt,g)
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
−
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(F.5)
rcvt =
ωs
ωp
(F.6)
stot = ss + sp (F.7)
Defining the state vector X =
[
ωp ωs rcvt,g sp ss
]T , the input vec-
torU =
[
Fp Fs Tp Ts
]T , the output vectorY = [ rcvt stot ], and when
linearized around a working point X =
[
ωp,0 ωs,0 rcvt,g,0 sp,0 ss,0
]T ,
yields to a form like:
X˙ = AX+BU (F.8)
Y = CX (F.9)
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The matrix A, B and C are defined by (Chen (2004)):
A =

∂f1/∂ωp ∂f1/∂ωs ∂f1/∂rcvt,g ∂f1/∂sp ∂f1/∂ss
∂f2/∂ωp ∂f2/∂ωs ∂f2/∂rcvt,g ∂f2/∂sp ∂f2/∂ss
∂f3/∂ωp ∂f3/∂ωs ∂f3/∂rcvt,g ∂f3/∂sp ∂f3/∂ss
∂f4/∂ωp ∂f4/∂ωs ∂f4/∂rcvt,g ∂f4/∂sp ∂f4/∂ss
∂f5/∂ωp ∂f5/∂ωs ∂f5/∂rcvt,g ∂f5/∂sp ∂f5/∂ss
 (F.10)
B =

∂f1/∂Fp ∂f1/∂Fs ∂f1/∂Tp ∂f1/∂Ts
∂f2/∂Fp ∂f2/∂Fs ∂f2/∂Tp ∂f2/∂Ts
∂f3/∂Fp ∂f3/∂Fs ∂f3/∂Tp ∂f3/∂Ts
∂f4/∂Fp ∂f4/∂Fs ∂f4/∂Tp ∂f4/∂Ts
∂f5/∂Fp ∂f5/∂Fs ∂f5/∂Tp ∂f5/∂Ts
 (F.11)
C =
[
∂g1/∂ωp ∂g1/∂ωs ∂g1/∂rcvt,g ∂g1/∂sp ∂g1/∂ss
∂g2/∂ωp ∂g2/∂ωs ∂g2/∂rcvt,g ∂g2/∂sp ∂g2/∂ss
]
(F.12)
After the partial derivatives and simplifications, the three matrix A, B and
C become:
A =

0 0 a13 a14 0
0 0 a23 0 a25
0 0 a33 0 0
0 0 a43 a44 a45
0 0 a53 a54 a55
 (F.13)
B =

b11 0 b13 0
0 b22 0 b14
b31 b32 b33 0
b41 b42 b43 0
b51 b52 b53 b54
 (F.14)
C =
[
c11 c12 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
]
(F.15)
with
a13 = − 2Fp
Jp cosβ0
(
∂µp
∂rcvt,g
Rp + µp
dRp
drcvt,g
)
(F.16)
a14 = − 2
Jp cosβ0
∂µp
∂sp
RpFp (F.17)
a23 =
2Fs
Js cosβ0
(
∂µs
∂rcvt,g
Rs + µs
dRs
drcvt,g
)
(F.18)
a25 =
2
Js cosβ0
∂µs
∂ss
RsFs (F.19)
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a33 = −ωpG
Kst
∂Kst
∂rcvt,g
(F.20)
a43 = − 2
Jpωp cosβ0
(1− sp)Fp
(
∂µp
∂rcvt,g
Rp + µp
dRp
rcvt,g
)
−
=
2
ωpRpMch cosβ0
(
∂µp
∂rcvt,g
Fp − ∂µs
∂rcvt,g
Fs
)
−
1− sp
RpKst
dRp
drcvt,g
ωpG
∂Kst
∂rcvt,g
(F.21)
a44 = −2Fp∂µs
∂sp
(
(1− sp)Rp
Jpωp cosβ0
+
1
ωpRpMch cosβ0
)
(F.22)
a45 =
2Fs
ωpRpMch cosβ0
∂µs
∂ss
(F.23)
a53 = − 2
ωsJs cosβ0
(1 + ss)Fs
(
∂µs
∂rcvt,g
Rs + µs
dRs
drcvt,g
)
+
2
ωsRsMch cosβ0
(
∂µp
∂rcvt,gFp
− ∂µs
∂rcvt,g
Fs
)
+
1
RsKst
(1 + ss)
dRs
drcvt,g
ωpG
∂Kst
∂rcvt,g
(F.24)
a54 =
2
ωsRsMch cosβ0
Fp
∂µp
∂sp
(F.25)
a55 = −
(
2 (1 + ss)Rs
ωsJs cosβ0
+
2
ωsRsMch cosβ0
)
∂µs
∂ss
Fs (F.26)
b11 = − 2µpRp
Jp cosβ0
(F.27)
b13 =
1
Jp
(F.28)
b22 =
2µsRs
Js cosβ0
(F.29)
b24 = − 1
Js
(F.30)
b31 =
ωpG
Fp
(F.31)
b32 = −ωpG
(
1
Fs
+
1
Kst
∂Kst
∂Fs
)
(F.32)
b33 = −ωpG
Kst
∂Kst
∂Tp
(F.33)
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b41 = −2 (1− sp)µpRp
ωpJp cosβ0
− 2µp
ωpRpMch cosβ0
+
(1− sp)ωpG
RpFp
ωpG (F.34)
b42 =
2µs
ωpRpMch cosβ0
− ωpG
Rp
(1− sp) dRp
drcvt,g
(
1
Fs
+
1
Kst
∂Kst
∂Fs
)
(F.35)
b43 =
1− sp
ωpJp
− (1− sp)ωpG
RpKst
dRp
dRcvt,g
∂Kst
∂Tp
(F.36)
b51 =
2µp
ωsRsMch cosβ0
− ωpG
RsFp
dRs
drcvt,g
(1 + ss) (F.37)
b52 = − 2µsRs
ωsJs cosβ0
(1 + ss)− 2µs
ωsRsMch cosβ0
+
(1 + ss)ωpG
Rs
dRs
drcvt,g
(
1
Fs
+
1
Kst
∂Kst
∂Fs
)
(F.38)
b53 =
1 + ssωpG
RsKst
dRs
drcvt,g
∂Kst
∂Tp
(F.39)
b54 =
1 + ss
ωsJs
(F.40)
c11 = −ωs
ω2p
(F.41)
c12 =
1
ωp
(F.42)
Appendix G
Testing facilities
An overview of the test bench (Figure G.1) used to validate the models and
the controllers strategies is given in this appendix It is composed of an electric
motor of 55kW , a CVT variator with an 30mm involute chain, a dynamo of
91kW and finally the servo pumps system set up with a servo motor of 400W
and a bi-rotational external gear pump of 0.88cc.
Additional sensors are placed to measure the pulleys speed ωx (max speed
6000 rpm) and torque Tx (max torque 100 Nm), the pressure Px, the flow
that enter or exist the pulley Qx, the primary pulley position zp and finally
the chain speed vch.
The all sensors are collected to a dSPACE system to control the test rig
as the pulleys pressure, the speed ratio, the input torque, the rotation speed
and safety software. An additional computer is used for a human interface to
allow an easy use of the test bench.
G.1 Electric motor
The electric motor is composed of an AC 55kW . The speed range is from
0 to 4500rpm. The power characteristic is given in Figure G.2.
An engine simulation is not possible with this electric motor due to the
higher inertia of this electric motor compare to an engine. Also, the torque
ripple can not be simulate.
G.2 Dynamo
The dynamo, effectively a brake, is the load of the transmission. It can
absorb a power up to 91kW . The maximum speed and torque is respectively
1800rpm and 450Nm.
G.3 Input and output sensor
The two speed and torque sensors, located at the input and output of the
variator, monitor the power of the transmission. The torque is measured by
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Figure G.1: Testing facilities overview
Figure G.2: Power characteristic of the electric motor that drive the variator
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torsional deformation of a compliant shaft on which two gears target wheels
are mounted. Two proximity sensors on each wheel measure the phase shift
between the two signals to give the torque measurement. Also one of these
signals is used to monitor the shaft speed like an encoder. This output sensor is
therefore a torque/speed sensor. The torque and speed limits are respectively
100Nm and 6000rpm.
G.4 CVT variator
The variator is a made home design. It was design to minimize the leakage
and to increase the hydraulic pressure at low torque.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Pulley distance da 180 mm
Chain length lch 747 mm
Chain width lpin 30 mm
Underdrive ratio rcvt,g 0.48 −
Primary radius Rp 39 mm
Secondary radius Rs 81.26 mm
Overdrive ratio rcvt,g 2.1 −
Primary radius Rp 81.43 mm
Secondary radius Rs 38.78 mm
Hydraulic piston area Ax 40.62 cm2
Table G.1: Specification of the the CVT variator
G.5 Hydraulic system
The hydraulic system is composed of two servo motors, each connected to
a bi-directional external gear pump. The flow generated by the servo pumps
and the pulleys pressure are measured for both, the primary and the secondary
pulley of the variator.
G.5.1 Servo amplifier
The controller of the servo motor is a digital servo amplifier with sinusoidal
current commutation for a control of electronic commutations (EC) motors.
The EC motors must be equipped with Hall sensors and/or a digital encoder.
The controller of the servo motor and, the monitoring of the speed or current
(depends on the control mode) are implemented in a digital signal processor.
G.5.2 Servo motor
The servo motor is a brushless motor having a power equivalent to 400W .
The maximum no load speed is 3100rpm and the maximum torque is 0.687Nm.
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A brushless PM motors are constructed with electric windings on the stator
and permanent magnets on the rotor.
G.5.3 Pump
The hydraulic pump is a bi-rotational external gear pump with a displace-
ment equal at 0.88cm3/rev and a maxumum rotation speed of 7000rpm
G.6 Test bench control
A dSPACE rapid prototyping system has been installed to control the
test bench. This include a 466MHz PowerPC 750 processor (DS1005 PPC
board) and a multi input-output board (DS2201). The later is composed of
20 A/D channels, 8 D/A channels and 16 digital input-output lines. Using the
dSPACE system with MATLAB/Simulink allows an easy generation of real
time C code for control algorithm development.
This dSPACE system is connected to a personal computer to be able to
generate the MATALB/Simulink files and to create an user interface.
Appendix H
CVT Linear Control
This appendix briefly describes the linear control used to control the sec-
ondary clamping force and the speed ratio used for the validation presented
in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5 discussed the variator and actuators dynamics. To simplify the
synthesis, the slip model is not considered. The simplify model become :
r˙cvt,g = ωpG (rcvt,g, Fs, Lf )
[
ln
(
Fp
Fs
)
− ln
(
Fp
Fs
∣∣∣∣
eq
)]
(H.1)
P˙x =
βs
Vx,0 +Axzx
Qx − Axz˙xβs
Vx,0 +Axzx
(H.2)
Where the two pulleys flows are given by :
Qp =
Gpηp
aps2 + bps+ 1
Vp,set (H.3)
Qs =
−Gpηp
aps2 + bps+ 1
Vp,set +
Gspηsp
asps2 + bsps+ 1
Vs,set (H.4)
The system is non-linear and should be linearized at a certain working
point to design the linear control, as for example a PID controller (Longchamp
(1995), Guzzella (2004)).
The linearization can be easily obtain and will not be discussed here
H.1 Transfer function
The two inputs of the MIMO system are the two voltages that set the rota-
tion speed of the clamping and the shifting servo pumpU =
[
Vp,set Vs,set
]T
and the two outputs are the speed ratio and the secondary clamping force or
pressure Y =
[
rcvt Ps
]T . After linearization, the transfer function of the
MIMO system yields to:
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[
rcvt
Ps
]
=
[
H11 (s) H12 (s)
H21 (s) H22 (s)
] [
Vp,set
Vs,set
]
(H.5)
The MIMO system can be decomposed in two SISO systems and two ap-
proaches can be pursued, depending on the basic requirements (Albertos &
Sala (2004)):
• decentralised control tries to divide the plant and design independent
controller for each of the subsystems as a way to handler the control of
the overall plant. In this case, two alternatives:
– neglect the coupling
– carry out a decoupling
• Cascade control, adding extra sensors and actuators to improve closed-
loop performance of a basic control loop.
For reason of simplicity, the decentralised control with neglect coupling is
chosen. The secondary pressure and ratio control are separately design.
H.2 Secondary pressure control
Figure H.1 depicts the control diagram of the secondary pressure. This
layout shows that the regulator CPs has to fill the double function of regu-
lation (rejection the perturbation Vp,set) and tracking (following the pressure
reference Ps,ref ). For example, the controller is design using the regulation
case and considering the secondary pressure reference constant. A PI con-
troller is enough to reject the perturbations. Usually, the controller also gives
good response in tracking mode.
Figure H.1: Diagram of the secondary pressure control for the linear control of the CVT
H.3 Ratio control
Figure H.2 depicts the control diagram of the ratio. This layout shows
that the regulator Crcvt has to fill the double function of regulation (rejection
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the perturbation Vs,set and tracking (following the ratio reference rcvt,ref ). For
example, the controller is design using the regulation case and considering the
secondary pressure reference constant. A PI controller is enough to reject the
perturbations. Usually, the controller also gives good response in tracking
mode.
Figure H.2: Diagram of the ratio control for the linear control of the CVT
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Nomenclature
Ach Chain area, m
2
Apin Area of the pin, m
2
Ax Hydraulic area of the piston, m
2
Dy Total FEM axial pulley deformation,
m
Dcl,y Axial deformation due to the clear-
ance between the shaft and the pul-
ley, m
Dcl Total axial deformation due to the
clearance between the shaft and the
pulley, m
Dfm Total elastic deformation of the two
pulley sheave, m
Dn,y FEM axial pulley deformation due to
the normal force n, m
Ech Young modulus of the chain, N/m
2
Epin Young modulus of the pin, N/m
2
Epl Young modulus of the pulley, N/m
2
Fx Pulley clamping force, N
Fax,n Axial force acting on the pin n, N
Fax Total axial force acting on the pulley,
N
Fch,n Chain force acting on the pin n, N
Fmax Maximum chain force, N
Fmin Minimum chain force, N
Fx,fr Friction force due to the chain slip,
N
Jx Pulley inertia, Nm
2
Lf Load factor
Lch Chain length, m
Lpin Length of the pin, m
Ms Total frictional torque, Nm
Mch Chain weight element between the
pulleys, kg
Nn Normal force of the pin n, N
Px Pulley pressure, Pa
Qx Pulley flow, m
3/sec
Qx,ref Pulley flow reference, m
3/sec
Rx Non deform pulley radius, m
RΓ,pin Crowning of the pin, m
RΓ,pl Crowning of the pulley, m
RΛ,pin Crowning of the pin, m
RΛ,pl Crowning of the pulley, m
Rmin,x Minimum pulley radius, m
Sf Safety factor
Tx Pulley torque, Nm
Tloss Torque losses, Nm
Tmax Maximum theoretical transmissible
torque, N
Tx,fr Friction torque due to the
chain slip. Nm
Vr Radial chain speed, m/s
Vx Pulley volume, m
3
Vθ Tangential chain speed, m/s
Vx,0 Pulley initial volume, m
3
Vx,set Voltage input of the servo pump to
set the rotation speed, V
∆Lpin Compression of the pin, m
∆Pl,i Contact loss, W
β0 Non deformed pulley half angle, rd
βe effective bulk modulus, Pa
βs Sliding half angle, deg
R˙x Pulley radial velocity due to the
shifting, m/s
r˙cvt,g Change rate of the geometrical ratio,
1/s
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s˙x Change rate of the pulley slip, 1/s
s˙tot Change rate of the standard slip syn-
thesis, 1/s
s˙tot Change rate of the total slip, 1/s
z˙x Axial speed of the movable pulley,
m/s
ch longitudinal strain of the chain
ηx Pulley efficiency
ηT Torque efficiency
ηch Chain efficiency
ηs Slip efficiency
ηvar Variator efficiency
γx Pulley wrapped angle, rd
µx Pulley traction coefficient
µsd Variator traction coefficient
νpin Poisson coefficient of the pin
νpl Poisson coefficient of the pulley
ωx Pulley speed, rd/s
ωloss Speed losses, rpm
ψ Sliding angle between the pin and
the pulley sheave, rd
σpin Pin stress, N/m
2
σxy Normal stress within the contact area
between the pin and the pulley, N/m2
θc Center of the edge expansion, rd
θdef Angular position where the pulley
deformation is measured, rd
ξ Ratio between the minimum and the
maximum chain force, ξ = Fmin/Fmax
dFfr Differential friction force defined in-
side the contact area between the pin
and the pulley, N/m2
dMs Differential moment due to the fric-
tion forces, Nm/m2
da Pulley center distance, m
r Deformed pulley radius, m
rcvt,g Geometrical ratio, Rp/Rs
rcvt Speed ratio, ωs/ωp
sx Pulley slip
sref Slip reference
ssd Standard slip synthesis
stot Total slip
vr Radial sliding velocity, m/s
vs Pulley sliding velocity, m/s
vx Slip between the pulley sheave and
the intermediate element,m/s
vθ Tangential sliding velocity, m/s
vch,0 Non deform chain speed, m/s
vch Chain speed, m/s
vsd Standard speed loss, m/s
zx Movable pulley sheave position, m
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